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Water, or rather, the lack of water, is the
dried fruits industry’s biggest concern.

produce innovative new products that
help target the value end of the market.

The drought may be over for the rest of
the country, but in the Sunraysia and
surrounding districts we are still waiting
for the dams to refill. Recovery of the
region will take considerable time, effort
and finance.

We must find new customers and also
to build our existing customer base,
reminding them of the quality of our
product and giving them new ways to
use our fruit.

The Australian Dried Fruits Association
(ADFA) has been active in the political
arena and on the ground with growers.
A joint horticultural industry submission
to the Prime Minister and meetings with
various lobby groups and government
agencies are aimed at getting the best
resources for growers. Water forums
and workshops to explain the options
available have been very important
in helping growers survive these dry
times.

2006/07 Season
The effects of drought were evident
in this year’s crop. Even though most
farms had adequate water, the 2007
crop was below 20,000 tonnes, with
all varieties exhibiting lower production
than last year.
The majority of fruit dried well and
graded well. Prices rose slightly, but
reduced crops hurt growers.
Currant growers were amongst those
most affected with the 2007 price
being the same as it was in 2006. An
international glut of currants meant that
the market remained soft with prices
down. The ADFA and Sunbeam Foods
have worked together to produce a
strategy that will increase exports and
provide promotion/marketing support to
try and reduce the stockpile.

Grower contracts

We also have to ensure that we are
producing what consumers want –
clean food with no contaminants and
minimal additives.
Promotion must remain a high priority
to keep the product in the front of
consumer’s minds. The ADFA and
some other horticultural industries
are finalising a proposal to have a
marketing levy imposed on imports. Set
at the same value as Australian growers
pay, the levy would be used to increase
consumer awareness and consumption
in Australia through generic promotion.
In the meantime, the ADFA continues
to conduct generic promotions of dried
vine fruits via the ADFA Shop, magazine
writers and agricultural shows.
While the immediate water availability
outlook remains tough, the recent
Sunbeam Foods statement about higher
prices being paid in 2008 is welcomed
and should provide growers with some
confidence about the future.

Grower contracts were also under
review this past year. As a consequence
the ADFA has compiled a checklist for
growers when negotiating contracts.
A grant from the Federal Government
in 2006 allowed ADFA to initiate three
projects with a marketing focus. These
reports are due to be completed by mid/
late September 2007 and will provide
important market information and
may identify new marketing initiatives
that can be considered by industry
stakeholders.

Marketing focus
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We need to reinforce the health
message and to achieve this
aim a research project has been
commissioned to increase our
knowledge in this area and deliver
health messages with potential for
immediate use in marketing. In addition,
major new work in bio-prospecting is
being planned which may enable high
level health claims to be made.

As part of the ongoing effort to lift
marketing performance and prices
paid for Australian product, we need to
identify new market segments and to

Peter Jones
ADFA Chairman

Challenges ahead
for horticulture
It is two years since I took on the role
as Australian Table Grape Association
(ATGA) President and a lot has
happened during that time. There have
been some very good times which I
enjoy sharing with you in this column;
however, there are also times when I
also struggle for positive news.
Unfortunately the current situation
in horticulture does not make happy
reading for most growers and there are
many challenges ahead. As an industry
we are working to provide the best
outcomes for growers and hope that the
current situation will soon change for
the better.

Water outlook
With bud burst starting to occur,
vineyards will soon take on a
completely different look and as
growers implement management
practises to best suit their individual
situations. This year the task will require
careful and judicious thought and
planning, especially in the Sunraysia
district where the outlook on water is
grim.
As reported in the last edition, industry
representatives continue to meet with
Federal Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry Minister Peter McGauran and
representatives from Centrelink to
discuss possible assistance measures
for horticulture.

Californian imports
Californian imports of table grapes
are now well under way and an
abundance of table grapes is available
both in the wholesale markets and in
supermarkets. Some Australian growers
have expressed concern that there
is an overlap and Australian fruit is
still available when the American fruit
arrives.
The ATGA recently met with government
officials to discuss the issue. We were
advised that once a country had access
and met the protocol requirements
there was little else that could be done
on this matter.
The solution, to make sure that
Australian fruit presented to consumers
is sweet and of a good quality.
Consumers do prefer to buy Australian
provided that the product competes on
price and quality, so let’s give them a
reason to choose Aussie fruit.

Chemical deregistration
Queensland growers are concerned

that the possible deregistration of
two chemicals widely used for fruit
fly management in vineyards could
cause problems if action is not taken.
The Queensland industry is working
closely with Growcom to determine the
options available to growers. The ATGA
has attended meetings at the request
of the northern growers and supports
this proactive role in addressing the
situation before it becomes a real
problem.

Market access
Market access continues to be the
number one priority for the ATGA and I
am pleased to say that we have been
advised that the bilateral negotiations
for both Japan and Korea will occur in
September. ATGA Chief Executive Officer
Jeff Scott will attend the negotiations
on behalf of the industry if deemed
necessary.
Meanwhile the work on China access
continues with fruit fly research
complete and the results sent on to
Biosecurity Australia. It is hoped that
this research will not only meet the
requirements of China but also other
markets in the future.

ATGA Board
Twelve months ago the ATGA Board
attended a corporate governance
training workshop in Melbourne which I
believe gave great benefit to those who
attended.
As a result of this training the board
decided to appoint subcommittees
to investigate different management
issues rather than have all board
members involved in all tasks. The
change in structure has worked
extremely well with the board now
taking more of an overseeing role and
has been a welcome relief for members
who have their own businesses to run.
With not much more to say this month
I conclude by wishing you all the best
until the next edition of The Vine.

Nick Muraca
ATGA President
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Vice President:
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Cover story
A century of challenges
The Australian Dried Fruits Association (ADFA) celebrates 100 years of operation in 2007. A century
ago growers established the association to protect their interests and negotiate on their behalf.
That role continues today with the ADFA recognised as the peak body in the dried fruits industry
and an agri-political organisation that represents the interests of its grower members.
It is a voluntary organisation funded largely by growers with a Board of Management that
includes processor and marketer members. This structure provides a basis for industry cooperation with the joint objective of maximising profitability to all industry stakeholders.
The pioneers lured to Mildura more
than a century ago with visions
of ‘transforming the Mallee into a
garden’ could scarcely have known
the challenges that were ahead.
The plan hatched in the early
1880s was ambitious, but simple
enough – to use the waters of
the Murray River to establish
Australia’s first irrigation colony,
modelled on those that had been
successfully developed in America.
The idea was that of the Water
Minister of the time, and later
Prime Minister, Alfred Deakin.
Anxious to find industry to occupy those
disenchanted by the disappointments of
the gold rush, Mr Deakin’s fact-finding
tours of America brought him in touch
with the Canadian Chaffey Brothers.
They had developed the Californian
irrigation settlements, and were
seduced by Mr Deakin’s enthusiasm
and the grand scale of the
developments proposed in Australia.
The early years promised
much – settlers flocked to the
Mildura settlement from across
Australia and overseas.

But the failure of the government to
develop a transport system resulted
in fresh fruit rotting and left growers
with no option but to dry fruit to reap
any return. The dried fruit industry was
born, but the challenges for the hardy
souls at Mildura were only beginning.

“The ADFA was founded in
1907, and would become an
icon of organised marketing
in Australian agriculture.”
Although rail arrived at Mildura in
the early 1900s, the distance from
markets, oversupply and the inferior
quality of the local dried fruit against
traditional European imports left
growers at the mercy of agents. They
were virtually giving their fruit away.
The despair prompted those who
remained in Mildura to make their
first steps to organising a marketing
and licensing structure that would
eventually control the region’s product
from the farm to the point of sale. The
Australian Dried Fruits Association
(ADFA) was founded in 1907, and

Federal Minister for Agriculture Peter McGauran
officially launched the book and presented the first
copy of the book to ADFA Chairman, Peter Jones.
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would become an icon of organised
marketing in Australian agriculture.
The industry’s organised marketing
structure stabilised prices and allowed
marketers to begin to develop export
markets. It ensured all growers
shared equally in the industry’s
fortunes for the next 80 years.
The rapid development and the early
successes prompted the government
to turn to the dried fruit industry to
help re-settle returned soldiers after
the first and second World Wars.
The industry expanded rapidly,
each time the resulting oversupply
causing prices to plummet in
following years, once the new areas
came into production. In each
case the industry adjusted through
improved production methods,
mechanisation, more efficiency and
focussing on the quality of product.
By the 1970s, Australia was
responsible for 10 percent of
world dried fruit production.
Deregulation and industry reform began
to bite at the industry’s organised
marketing structure from the 1970s.

lows, and growers began to turn
to the booming wine industry. In
1998, the industry deregulated and
production levels continued to decline.
The 2007 harvest was estimated
to be below 20,000 tonnes.
The industry has as many challenges
ahead as it has faced in its past
100 years. Amongst these is the
need to market Australian dried
fruit in a way that lifts returns paid
to growers to viable levels.
Each decade has presented its
own set of challenges and rewards.
Throughout its history, though, the
strength of the dried fruits industry
has been in its people. The industry
can and will keep going forward with
determination and dedication from
players who are committed to the
industry’s future and to growing the
world’s best-quality dried fruit.

A Centenary Celebration
The dried fruits industry has
acknowledged a remarkable 100
years and turned its thoughts to the
future at a celebratory dinner to mark
the ADFA’s centenary on July 23.
The Centenary dinner, held during
ADFA Federal Council in Mildura, was
attended by 240 people, including
invited guests and ADFA members who
had made significant contributions
to the industry over the years.
A well known local and budding
poet, Bill Sauer was Master of
Ceremonies for the evening. His
quick wit and comprehensive
knowledge of the industry ensured
that everyone had a good time.
Guests were particularly attentive
■ CONTINUED PAGE 8 ■

By the 1990s, returns fell to record

A Century of Challenges was launched
at the Centenary dinner.
The Centenary dinner was a huge success enjoyed by all.
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■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7 ■

when Mr Sauer read a poem that he
had written especially for occasion,
detailing the history of the dried
fruits industry (see box story).

The war came again, and
away went the men,
but their families kept plugging away.
Forty-four’s perfect year brought
great wealth and good cheer –
a record crop helped us make hay.

The highlight of the dinner was
the launch of a centenary book,
A Century of Challenges.
Local journalist Terry Gange was
commissioned by the ADFA to document
the history of the dried fruits industry in
a quality publication that was easy to
read and included a significant pictorial
history of the industry, region and ADFA.
ADFA General Manager Phil Chidgzey
said the office had been pleasantly
surprised by the strong interest from
the community and industry members.
He said the quality of the publication
including the excellent copies of photos
and documents used had ensured
such a positive response from both
industry and community members.
Federal Minister for Agriculture,
Fisheries and Forestry Peter McGauran
addressed dinner guests, reflecting
on the developments in the Australian
dried fruits industry over the past
century and the role played by ADFA.
He then launched the centenary
book and presented the first copy
to ADFA Chairman, Peter Jones.
Other members of Federal Parliament
who participated in the program
included local Member for Mallee John
Forrest who read a letter from the Prime
Minister. In his letter (see separate
box on page 7) John Howard paid
tribute to the resilience and efficiency
of the industry and the hard work
and initiative of the people involved.
He went on to say that the Australian
Government was keen to work in
partnership with the dried fruits industry
to ensure ongoing improvements in
profitability and competitiveness.
Following the formal launch of the
centenary book, former chairmen Henry
Tankard, Peter MacIntosh and Graham
Robertson each outlined the issues
they faced during their period as chair.
Guests at the dinner were provided
with a copy of the centenary book,
and all financial members of the
ADFA have been posted a copy.
Additional copies of A Century
of Challenges are available for
$29.95 at the ADFA offices.

Robinvale come on line and
things kept going fine
despite fears about oversupplying.
Greece and Turkey hit back,
but we kept up our pack
and our world reputation was flying.

It was old Alfie Deakin who
lit up the beacon
of the Chaffey’s boys’ imagination,
to make red Mallee earth
yield a burgeoning birth
through the miracle of irrigation.
Soon the Chaffey Red Book
proved a powerful hook
and the town of Mildura got jumping.
Growing grapes, nuts and fruit,
things were shaping up beaut
to the hum of the Tangye
Pumps pumping.
But without any rail it was set up to fail
‘cos the settlement sat too far north.
When the river got low and
the boats couldn’t go,
the produce went bad on the wharf.
“No use denying it, we’ll
just have to dry it,”
said the voice of the cannier grower.
So through co-operation
and amalgamation
the ADFA was a goer.
Growers got a good run as
we fought World War One
then the soldiers returned
and cracked hardy.
Taught cold-dipping techniques
by some visiting Greeks
things were humming from
Coomie to Cardie.
But by mid-1920 there was
just too much plenty
we were hit by a series of gluts.
The 27’s frost saw the total crop lost
which was really a kick in the nuts!
Through the 30’s depression
was a tough little session
Empire preference made
things less disquieting.
The CSIRO helped our industry grow,
but at Red Cliffs the
pickers were rioting.

Though the ’56 flood caused
a fair bit of mud
there were few blocks that
copped inundation.
Soon the little grey tractor
became a big factor
and gadget day spawned innovation.
No more breakin’ your back
out there shakin’ a rack
And a hundred tins dipped in hydraulics.
Silly plough cultivators, boom
sprays, dehydrators…
then the IAC went for our ballocks!
A change of direction smashed
industry protection
and the outlook got gradually blacker.
Though Jim Harrison tried
hard to turn back the tide
dried fruits copped a kick in the clacker.
Many men of the vine turned
to fresh fruit and wine
and the face of the industry altered.
As the margins get shorter, now
we’ve run out of water,
but I don’t think the horse
has yet bolted.
It’s a hundred years since the
boys got off their quince,
got Sunraysia dried fruit up and kicking.
There’ve been hardships galore,
and there’s bound to be more
but the ADFA is still ticking.
We’ve had lack of a train, we’ve
had locusts, and rain,
we’ve had nematodes,
mildew and mould.
We’ve had drought, we’ve had dust,
we’ve had boom, we’ve had bust,
but we’ve still got a tale to be told.
And I’d just like to say to the ADFA
“well played chaps!’ on
achieving the tonne,
May our growers and packers,
our friends and our backers
keep finding their place in the sun.
Written by Bill Sauer, 23 July, 2007

Amulet Cue-Lure fruit fly stations are designed to attract
and kill Queensland Fruit Fly and Lesser Queensland Fruit Fly.
• Amulet is simple to use - just hang and forget
• Amulet stations attract male fruit flies for up to 200 metres
• Amulet is effective for up to 3 months
• Registered for use in Stone Fruit, Citrus,
Table Grapes, area wide-management and
for use in Steiner fruit fly traps
®

Talk to your Crop Care dealer today.
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Growers briefed on latest
issues at forum
A large number of growers and other
industry stakeholders gathered at
Mildura Settlers on 23 July, 2007 for
the Australian Dried Fruits Association
(ADFA) Grower’s Open Forum.
This year’s forum highlights included a
brief on the new strategic plan of the
horticulture industry, Future Focus (page
26) by Horticulture Australia Limited
(HAL) Chairman Nigel Steele-Scott and
Managing Director, John Webster.
National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) Chief
Executive Officer Ben Fargher spoke of
the role of the NFF, while ADFA Chairman
Peter Jones reported on ADFA activities
(page 4) and Richard Findlay and Chris
Ellis gave a Sunbeam Foods’ update on
the 2007 season and market outlook.
Chairman of the Dried Fruits Research
Industry Advisory Committee and
Dried Grape Marketing Industry
Advisory Committee Barrie MacMillan
outlined details of projects funded
by the $11/tonne research levy (and
matching Federal Government funds)
and $7/tonne marketing levy. He also
provided summary information on
the marketing outlook for sultanas.
Project reports from Garth Swinburn
from Scholefield Robinson Mildura
(page 32), Louise Bennett from
Food Science Australia and Wayne
Street of Street Ryan and Associates
were also very informative.

World sultana outlook
There is no doubting the global outlook
for sultanas in 2006/07 was grim with
the carry-in at the start of the 2006/07
marketing season similar to the previous
year. However, strong selling and
reduced yields are leading to brighter
marketing prospects in 2007/08.
Turkish sales during 2006-07 were
very strong and they will enter the
new selling season with little stock.
Furthermore, reports of heat damage
and water stress in the 2007 crop
have sultana prices firming. Fruit is
not being offered at clearance prices
as is the norm at this time of year
and there is little forward selling.
In the United States raisin producers
are suffering. Raisin acreage has fallen
20% to just over 91,000 hectares since
2000 and production levels will be
further reduced by reports that 10% of
vines have twice been frosted severely.
US raisin production is not expected
to exceed 265,000 tonnes in 2007
compared to 208,000t in 2006.
Labour continues to be an issue of
concern. Illegal grape pickers provide
an estimated 90% of raisin harvest
labour, but tighter border security has
reduced the available labour pool.
Californian wineries’ purchases
of sultana can vary by 400,000

fresh tonnes with the best guess
for 2007 being about 365,000t.
Australian sultana growers are
expecting an average crop in 2008.
Good weather conditions during
bunch initiation period in November
/ December 2006 are expected to
lead to average bud fruitfulness.
The general consensus is that
marketing prospects for 2007/08
look better although a strengthening
A$ will have an impact.

IPP update
Mr Street had one of the hardest
tasks of the forum, summarising the
results of the three marketing and
development projects funded through
the Industry Partnership Program (IPP).
The projects looked at alternative
marketing options and examined options
for differentiating Australian dried vine
fruit from overseas product. The market
research component aimed to develop
innovative approaches to domestic and
export markets while the supply chain
partnerships component investigated
establishing new partnership initiatives
between growers and processors.
All projects will be completed by the
end of September. Detailed reports will
appear in later issues of The Vine.

Table grape research focuses on China
the findings back to the China is
very short,” Mr Scott said.

The Australian Government will
provide more than $680,000 to
fund research that could open up
the enormous Chinese market
to Australian table grapes.
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry, Peter McGauran, announced
the Government’s $683,400 contribution
to the table grape research project
while touring Mildura in late July.
The funding request was made by
Australian Table Grape Association
(ATGA) Chief Executive Jeff Scott and
ATGA Industry Advisory Committee
member and exporter David Minnis
following meetings with Chinese
officials in Beijing to discuss market
access for Australian table grapes.
Gaining market access for
Australian table grapes in China is
the top priority for the industry.
Chinese people consume over four
million tonnes of grapes a year.
Mr Scott said the ATGA believes
there is a strong demand for quality
Australian fruit in China as a potential
market, particularly the varieties
Red Globe and Crimson Seedless.
While in Beijing the Chinese presented
a list of the pests and diseases of
concern to China and the further
requirements the table grape industry
needs to meet to enable market access.
“Unfortunately the time frame to
conduct further research and present

“Compounding our situation is the fact
that ATGA does not have immediate
access to funds that it can allocate to
addressing this research,” he said.
Mr Scott said the Federal grant was
announced at a very opportune time.
“There is a small window of opportunity
to complete some initial research and
present the preliminary findings to the
Chinese for consideration at the up
coming bilateral negotiations,” he said.

“Chinese people
consume over four
million tonnes of
grapes a year.”
“The Federal Minister has always
shown great support for horticulture,
particularly table grapes and the ATGA is
very appreciative of the funding grant.”
The funding will allow researchers
to develop control measures for a
number of pests that the Chinese
Government has identified as potential
quarantine risks from Australian
table grapes. Research will also be
undertaken to verify the effectiveness
of fruit fly disinfestation treatments
for Australian table grapes.

“Australia’s $135 million table grape
industry already exports around
half of its annual production to
more than 20 markets throughout
the world,” Mr McGauran said.
“China has significant potential as a new
market for Australian table grapes.”
The market access initiative will seek
to develop pest control measures and
will develop field control methods
for a number of pests including light
brown apple moth, specific mites,
mealy bugs, thrips and phylloxera.
The research will also establish the
best national strategy to disinfest
table grapes against fruit flies.
The project will be managed by
Horticulture Australia Limited, the
horticulture industry’s marketing
and research and development
body and is expected to be
completed by August 2008.
“We are aiming to develop technical
data relating to the control of
Australian table grape pests that can
be considered by China’s quarantine
authorities,” Mr McGauran said.
“It is hoped this will open the door for
Australian table grapes into a brand new
market, and will add to the successes
of the many agricultural industries that
have worked in partnership with the
government to successfully develop new
markets for Australian farm produce.”

Smart Ideas for Smart Grapes!
vine protection

FOR ALL YOUR TECHNICAL NEEDS & SERVICES
Providing all Murray-Darling & Riverland vignerons with viticultural support
Enquire for more information about:
Bud Dissections/Fruitfulness
Integrated Pest & Disease Management
Agrochemical Programs
Nutritional Programs
Leaf/Soil/Water Analysis
• Prompt Professional Service
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Orders being taken now for 2007 Bud Dissections

Mobile: 0427 000 565
Fax: 03 5021 4881
Email: rdvs@bigpond.net.au

• Fast Turnaround of Results

fertilisers & protectors

SnapMax™

With it’s clever design, it can multiply vine
growth, improve profitability and protect
vines from weather, predators and sprays.

Vine Sleeves & Vine Cartons
Low cost, environmentally friendly, short
term alternative guards to help protect
vines.

Agroblen™ Controlled Release Fertiliser
Envy Frost Protection
Bird Netting

soil improvers

Seasol® Soil Conditioner
Earthcare Watering Saving Crystals

tools

ARS Fruit Pruning Snips
Pruning Hand Saws

Contact Treemax now for more information, samples and pricing:
• Very Competitive Rates

Tel +61 3 8786 4977 Fax +61 3 9796 4311 Email info@treemax.com.au
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Grape growers connect
at annual conference
More than 80 table grape growers,
wholesale partners, retail representatives
and other industry guests gathered for
the annual GrapeConnect conference.
Held on the Gold Coast in early August,
the conference focused on best
practice in production and marketing
coordination, supporting the theme
‘growing smarter – selling smarter’.
Industry Development Officer Anne
Larard said it was great to see such
strong support for the event from
across the supply chain once again.
“The marketing presentations were
again the highlight of the conference,
indicating that GrapeConnect members
continue to be focused on exploring
more ways to work together to meet
consumer needs and drive more
demand for the category,” she said.
A summary of the key presentations
at the conference is given below.

Horticulture Code
Commissioner John Martin from the
Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) gave a brief
summary of the key provisions of
the Horticulture Code and how the
horticulture industry could comply.
He said one of the important things
for both growers and traders to
consider was - if and how the code
applied to their business. He said
in order to gain answers to these
questions it they needed to understand
the following key definitions:
■

Horticulture produce is defined as
unprocessed fruit, vegetables, nuts,
herbs and other edible plants.

■

Growers are persons who grow their
own horticulture produce for sale.

■

The term “trader” applies to both
agents – that act on behalf of a
particular grower or merchants – that
buy produce from a grower and on-sell
that produce to a third party buyer.

on the Horticulture Code of Conduct or
related trade practices issues is available
from the ACCC Infocentre Tel: 1300
302 502, website: www.accc.gov.au,
Email: horticulturecode@accc.gov.au.

Today the majority of consumers
are ‘time poor’, they rush to the
supermarket on the way home and as
a result 40% shop once a week and
47% shop several times a week.

Targeting consumers

Mr Kneebone added that this busy
lifestyle and frequent shopping pattern
meant convenience was a driving
factor in deciding what to purchase.

Both FreshLogic Director Martin
Kneebone and News Limited Group
Sales Manager Emma Fawcett spoke
of industry’s need to be aware of
changes to the marketplace and
the way consumers shopped.
Ms Fawcett said the profile of
grocery buyers had changed
considerably in the last ten years.

“The key way to
connect with today’s
grocery buyer is to
promote health and
convenience.”
She said there was an increasing
number of women in the workforce and
that there were more people in full time
employment, placing increased demands
on time. Furthermore, the decline in the
‘nuclear’ family, increasing numbers
of single person households and an
ageing population mean that 9.9 million
Australians now classified themselves
as the main grocery buyer and almost
a third of them were male, she said.
This changing demographic has also
altered the way that people shop,
she said. Ten years ago consumers
would shop once a fortnight or less.

He said consumers were not
planning to stock provisions in the
home, instead they were looking for
something that was quick and easy
to prepare. He said many consumers
lacked cooking skills and there was a
growth in eating out of the home, with
grazing on the go quite common.
Table grapes are an ideal snack fruit
for this busy lifestyle. As the national
promotion campaign slogan says, ‘any
time is grape time’ and consumers
should ‘grab some grapes to go’.
In addition to convenience, consumers
are concerned with the nutritional
benefits of the products they purchase
and actively seek ‘better for you’ options.
Ms Fawcett said that health and nutrition
were in the spotlight more than ever
before because of the ageing population.
The key way to connect with today’s
grocery buyer is to promote health
and convenience, she said.
Ms Fawcett said food media could
help reach the target audience at
a time when they were relaxed
and receptive to the message.
Australians rely on newspapers more
than any other medium to keep informed
and are useful for educating consumers

and creating awareness quickly, she
said. Alternatively, magazines that
provide ‘me time’ and an escape from
the daily grind, so provide a deep
connection with consumers and are
excellent for branding campaigns.
With a growth in internet access there is
a trend towards online information. Ms
Fawcett said Australians go online for

“Unless you monitor
and measure quality
problems then you
will not know the
extent of the problems
and where they
are occurring.”
the most part with a particular purpose,
sites such as www.taste.com.au provide
access to content quickly and easily. She
said online sites were good for targeted
communications and were a great way
to connect with Australians actively
seeking recipe ideas and inspiration.

She said that even though consumers
generally thought table grapes tasted
good and were a convenient snack,
there was inconsistency in the quality
of grapes presented each week.

■	Non-compliant

horticulture
produce agreements
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Denese Pearmine from Gleniecy Emerald (far left), Kerrie Lomman from Black
Knight Grapes and Lissette Bligh from Bounty Produce catch up over a cup of tea.

Jodie Campbell from Queensland’s
Department of Primary Industry and
Fisheries (DPI&F) told delegates that
promotion helped to sell grapes, but that
promotion was only effective if growers
delivered a quality product every time.

Back-dating or pre-dating of
horticulture produce agreements; and

The ACCC has issued media releases
and other compliance materials on both
of these issues. Further information

Autumn Royal on Freedom

Chain management

Commissioner Martin said since the
commencement of the code on 14 May
two issues had emerged. These are:
■

GRAFTED
VINES – 2007

From left: Wes Bray (Amcor Fibre Packaging) Rob Wheatley (TGGA)
Ross Whittaker (Evergreen Farms) Ross Cordoma (Cordoma Farms)
and Mick Villiva (Murray Produce) enjoy a drink at the dinner.

Some of the main problems
encountered at retail are brown stems,
rots, and shriveling. Photos of the

inconsistent physical quality of grapes
at the retail level were shown.
In order to overcome the problems it is
necessary to examine practices in the
fresh produce chain from the vineyard
through harvesting and packing to retail,
she said. It is also necessary to look at
parameters that affect quality such as
handling, temperature management and
the time taken from harvest to retail.
Ms Campbell said that unless you
monitor and measure quality problems
then you will not know the extent of the
problems and where they are occurring.
Using the mango and rockmelon
industries as case studies, Ms Campbell
demonstrated how an industry worked
together to identify problems in the
chain and find suitable solutions.
She said there were six key
steps to improving knowledge
and practices within a chain.

Black American on Ramsey
Crimson on Paulsen
Crimson on Richter 99
Crimson on Schwarzmann
Flame on Freedom
Menindee on Freedom H5
Menindee on H5 Sultana
Red Globe on Dog Ridge
Sultana on Ramsey
Sun Muscat on Paulsen
Flame on 101-14

1. Identify and engage businesses
that want to improve.
2. Work with those businesses and
chain members to benchmark
performance and identify where
improvement is needed.
3. Conduct R&D to fill gaps in knowledge.
4. Develop, implement and
monitor improvements.
5. Communicate information
generated to chain members.
6. Communicate generic knowledge
gained to the wider group or industry
using a range of methods – including
information guides to improve
communication about produce quality.
Ms Campbell concluded by saying
that “for improvement to occur,
people must want to, know how to,
and have the means to improve”.
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Sunbeam update
Fertiliser phase out
has growers reeling
A decision to ban highly water-soluble
phosphorus fertilisers along the Swan
Coastal Catchment has Western
Australian growers up in arms.
In recent months growers have seen a
greater focus on the environment with
the progression to water metering and
bore and dam licensing. However, the
State Government’s commitment to
phasing out river-harming fertilisers in
environmentally sensitive areas in the
south-west of WA could have an even
greater impact on farming practices.
Environment Minister David Templeman
said the government understood the
need to fertilise sandy soils of the Swan

of alternative, low water-soluble
phosphorus fertilisers, as well as clear
directions to change the way phosphorus
fertilisers are used in environmentally
sensitive areas and on the coastal plain.
However, the government will
consult with stakeholders, including
users, on the Action Plan before
any decisions are made.
WA growers are
urged to think
about the impact
that the action plan
will have on their
farm and to lobby
their local, state

Regular communication
vital in tough times

industry is going? And if the answer
is no, do something about it.
In WA committees have worked
diligently to secure the best outcomes
for table grape growers on issues such
as threatened imports, bird issues
(lorikeets and starlings), water reform
issues, soluble fertiliser bans for the
Swan Coastal plain to name but a few.
As always, the
committees are
looking for new
members, and
welcome all input
from growers. For
those growers who
are not members
of an association,
think about joining
and having a say
in the way your
future is managed.

New varieties
The commercial
release of Millennium
Muscat™ and Magic
Seedless™, the first two varieties
from the CSIRO and industry breeding
program provides WA growers with the
first return on industry investment.

Magic Seedless™ (CSIRO Hybrid M13-01) grown at Harvey, WA in 2007.
Coastal Plain to make them viable
for agriculture and other purposes,
but there remained a significant and
unacceptable amount of fertiliser,
particularly highly water-soluble
phosphorus, entering the waterways.
A joint Government and Fertiliser
Industry Working Party, chaired by Dr
Wally Cox, was formed to develop an
action plan to phase out highly watersoluble phosphorus fertilisers in these
areas over the next four years.
If successful, the phase out will
severely restrict the use of fertilisers
for fertigation and open hydroponics
by all southern table grape growers.
The Fertiliser Action Plan proposes the
introduction by the fertiliser industry
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and national representatives for support.
The South West Table Grape Growers
Association (SWTGGA) has already sent
a submission on behalf of its members
and will discuss the issue at the next
Table Grapes WA (TGWA) meeting.
Most WA regional associations have just
held their annual general meetings for
the year with many of the same people
re-elected time and time again. Many
of the same people are involved with
the Agricultural Produce Commission
(APC) committee which manages
your state fee for service funds.
Growers are reminded that this is
their industry and perhaps they
should become involved. Ask yourself,
“Am I happy with the way the

The very low initial irrigation allocation
is confronting growers, processors
and sellers of Australian dried fruits.
The outlook is sobering and will test
the industry like no other challenge.

It is of interest to note that Turkish
Sultana prices have lifted due to a
smaller, possibly heat-affected crop
and Greek Currant prices have also
shown improvement because of
bushfires in some growing regions.

Sunbeam and growers must have
constant and clear communication.

“Sunbeam and
growers must have
constant and clear
communication.”

Already Sunbeam has committed to –
■

■

■

Assist growers with decisions
regarding what varieties will generate
the best returns and to guide growers
as to the best use of limited water.
Talk with contracted growers to
ensure that the best possible result
is attained not only for this year, but
to give both parties every chance
of emerging with a relationship
that can look to the future.
Increase prices in 2008. The amount
of increase will be quantified as
soon as possible, but obviously the
harvest in the Northern Hemisphere,
foreign exchange movements and
the domestic growing conditions
and markets will have an influence.

■

Write new contracts with
guaranteed base pricing.

The clear message is Sunbeam
understands that there is a strong
likelihood of limited irrigation water
this season affecting supply.
Sunbeam requests that each
grower think through their particular
strategy should the situation see
future water allocations impact
significantly on their ability to meet

their contracted production. This
should be undertaken now.
Each grower’s circumstance will differ
depending on location, varieties grown,
the irrigation system used on farm and
financial circumstances. All Sunbeam
fruit supply staff will be available to
assist growers in working through their
strategy. This collaborative approach
should allow each party to understand
what it has to do to manage the issues.
Sunbeam continues to work for the
long term viability of all industry
stakeholders and along with everyone
hopes for the skies to open soon.
Sunbeam contacts:
Chris Ellis: (03) 5051 4403
(0419 896 970)
David Swain: (03) 5051 4402
(0407 834 044)
Alan Lister: 0409 437 801
Peter Thompson: 0429 960 234
Bob Jaensch: 0427 337 619

DuPont™ Rubigan* SC is the name
that is respected around the world
for cost-effective control of Powdery
mildew. With Rubigan* SC you can
spray export wine grapes up to 35
days before harvest. For domestic
table and wine grapes Rubigan* SC
can be applied up to 14 days prior
to harvest. Along with cost-effective
control you’ll find Rubigan* SC is
also easy to use due to its SC
formulation. For more information
call the DuPont™ Product Hotline
on 1800 257 169 or visit
www.au.ag.dupont.com

The Agricultural Produce Commission
(APC) committee funded Western
Australia’s share, entitling all WA
growers access to varieties released
from the program, provided they
comply with licensing agreements.
The varieties are protected by Plant
Breeders Rights (PBR) meaning that
they can only be grown under license.
Trials have shown that Millennium
Muscat™ is probably more suited
to the Gascoyne early market while
Magic Seedless™ appears to do
well in the southern areas.
If grown to the recommendations of
the WA Department of Agriculture and
Food, the minimum specifications can
be reached and provide a sweet, though
slightly bland, firm to crunchy, seedless,
black grape, Further information on
planting or budding material can be
obtained from Colin Gordon while
a commercial partner to manage
the varieties is still being sought.

One of the most respected
labels in the wine industry.
ALWAYS READ THE PRODUCT LABEL BEFORE USE.
©2007 Du Pont (Australia) Ltd. ABN 59 000 716 469.
168 Walker Street, North Sydney, NSW 2060. The
DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™ and The miracles of
science™ are trademarks or registered trademarks
of DuPont or its affiliates. Rubigan* is a trademark of
Gowan LLC. H&T DP1272/TV.

DP1272_TV_133x180_V1.indd 1
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Grower profile
Life in the fast lane
As manager of Table Grape Growers
of Australia’s (TGGA) Mundubbera
property, Sunshine Harvest, and the
newly appointed Queensland delegate
to the Australian Table Grape Association
(ATGA), Mike Harrison is a busy man.
But he still has time to follow his
passion motor cycles. As a younger man
Mr Harrison raced cars, but become
involved in motorcycle sport when his
son began racing motorcycles. Today he
acts as senior official at both national
and international levels including the
World Superbikes and Motor GP, and
rides his own motor cycle for fun.
Growing up on a mixed farm in Kenya Mr
Harrison developed a love for farming.
He managed coffee plantations in Papua
New Guinea for 20 years before coming
to Australia and working on an organic
banana farm in North Queensland
and later in table grape vineyards.
Employed by TGGA in 2003, Mr Harrison
manages 112 hectares of table
grapes. The majority of the property
is planted with Sugraone (Superior
Seedless), with 26ha of Flame Seedless
and a new 5ha planting of the Sun
World variety Midnight Beauty.
Built on the bank of the Burnett River,
405 kilometres northwest of Brisbane
and 200km inland from Bundaberg,
Mundubbera is home to a flourishing
agricultural industry. Aside from forestry
and cattle grazing, the region is well
suited to citrus, mango, avocado, stone
fruit and table grape production.
Table grapes have been grown in the
region for 30 years. The deep fertile
soils and (normally) abundance of

water of good quality water make the
region ideal for fruit production.

Challenges of subtropical production
Mr Harrison said one of the attractions
to the table grape industry was the
challenges it presented, particularly
when growing in a sub-tropical
region such as Mundubbera.
“Rain is our biggest problem,” he said.
The storm season begins at about the
same time as harvest. On average
Mundubbera receives 660 millimetres
of rain annually, with most of that falling
from October through to February.

“We are fortunate to
have on-farm storage
for 300 megalitres
of water, but it is still
going to be tough
for the rest of the
growing season.”
Ring necking is a major problem
caused by rain when the fruit is ripe.
The skin of the grape berries is torn
and open to rot and decay – both on
the vine, and within the supply chain
from the farm to the retail shelf.
As grapes are field packed at Sunshine
Harvest it is important that pickers
are trained to look for the disorder
and to remove affected berries so that
they do not enter the supply chain.

“Generally speaking, there
is an overproduction of table
grapes. As an industry we
need to work together to
increase domestic consumption
and continue the search for
new markets overseas so
that we create demand for
the rising supply levels and
keep the industry viable.”

Other strategies used by growers
in the Mundubbera region include
attention to vine nutrition and irrigation
in the lead up to harvest, picker
management to cull affected berries,
and the use of sulphur dioxide in
the coolrooms where necessary.
For the past couple of seasons it has
been a lack of rain that presented
the main challenge on the farm.
Water is sourced from the Burnett
River, but river levels have been
so low that water quality has
deteriorated considerably.
“We have had to pump water
from the river and into settling
ponds to try and reduce the iron
oxide content before applying it to
the vines,” Mr Harrison said.
“Earlier in the year the vines defoliated
as a result of the high salt content in
irrigation water. Fortunately good rainfall
in February flushed the salt through the
soil and the vines have recovered well.
“Reasonable rain fell during the first
half of this year, but the situation
is beginning to look grim again.
“We are fortunate to have on-farm
storage for 300 megalitres of water,
but it is still going to be tough for the
rest of the growing season,” he said.

Progressing the industry
In order to remain at the forefront of
the industry and continually improve its
capabilities in supplying table grapes
to key buyers the Sunshine Harvest
property has willingly donated time and
space for industry trials. In recent years
this has included the first Australian

Mike Harrison with his other passion.
trials of Midnight Beauty, trials of new
developments in packaging, and maturity
development research as part of the
GrapeConnect Standard Program.
The work conducted as part of the
GrapeConnect Standard Program involved
the auditing of sugar development
and acid content decline on vineyard
blocks in the lead up to harvest. In
addition to similar research conducted
by Growers Choice staff, Sunshine
Harvest is learning a great deal about the
variation in maturity development that
can occur in the weeks before harvest,
and what factors can influence sugar
and acid levels during this period.

Mr Harrison said the
availability of table grapes
for 12 months of the year
was a good thing in helping
to increase consumption.
As a northern hemisphere
producer California supplies
grapes over the Australian winter and
spring when no grapes are grown in
Australia. However, new varieties and
production areas have extended the
season of availability and there is now
some overlap between supplies.
Furthermore, changes to the regulations
for importing Californian table grapes into
Australia mean that mandatory methyl
bromide fumigation is no longer required.

The Californian fruit is generally of high
quality, but in the past price has been
a deterrent to most Australian buyers.
American fruit sold in Australia will
undoubtedly be cheaper without the
cost of methyl bromide treatment
and volumes sent are expect to rise
substantially. American growers will
be able to sell their fruit for less.
Mr Harrison said that while it was near
impossible to do anything to prevent
the influx of American grapes, the
Australian industry could lift its game
to ensure that only sweet, mature
fruit was presented to consumers.
“Given the choice, most consumers
prefer to buy Australian provided
the product stands up on
quality and price,” he said.
The national promotion campaign
managed by Horticulture Australia
Limited (HAL) is a step in the
right direction, but as growers
we need to be doing more and
be mindful of the quality of fruit
presented to consumers.”

Mr Harrison said the research provided
important information that enabled
him and his colleagues to ensure
that only sweet, flavoursome berries
were presented to consumers.

Marketing for the future
Harvest of Flame Seedless grapes
begins in mid-November in Mundubbera.
White seedless grape harvest
begins at the end of November and
finishes a week before Christmas.
Mundubbera table grape producers
play an important role in maintaining
critical pre-Christmas supply volumes
in December. At this time the harvest
season for white seedless grapes begins
to wind down in Emerald (northern
Queensland) and Ti-tree (Northern
Territory) and the harvest in St George
(central Queensland) winds up.
Most of the Sunshine Harvest grapes
are sold into the major retail stores
on the domestic market through the
marketing arm of TGGA, Growers Choice.
As the newly appointed Queensland
delegate to the ATGA, Mr Harrison
believes the industry needs
to work together to increase
consumption of table grapes.

Overlooking TGGA’s Mundubbera Property, Sunshine Harvest.
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“I see this as one of the biggest
challenges for the industry over
the next few years,” he said.

Sugraone (Superior Seedless) is the main variety grown at
TGGA’s Mundabbera property, Sunshine Harvest.
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Historic wage decision
for Aussie farmers
The Australian Fair Pay Commission
(AFPC) and the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission (AIRC) have
finally handed down their decisions
in relation to minimum wages.
Earlier this year Australian farmers
won a historic ruling when the AFPC
formally recognised the extenuating
circumstances many farmers face.
The AFPC has recently handed down
its 2007 Minimum Wage Decision and
announced that the Standard Federal
Minimum Wage would increase by
$10.26 for wages under $700 per
week. This is drastically lower than
the previous increase of $27.36. For
wages over $700, the increase is just
$5.30 per week. The commencement
date is 1 October 2007.
However, farmers in receipt of an
Exceptional Circumstances Interest
Rate Subsidy due to drought have been
granted a deferral for a period of 12
months. In essence, eligible farmers

will not have to pay wage increases
for 12 months. After that time, they will
have to pay the wage increase, together
with any subsequent wage increase.
The deferral is expected to apply
to 37,000 Australian farmers.
In handing down their decision
in August, the AIRC flows on the
$10.26 and $5.30 increases of
the AFPC to wages up to and
exceeding $700 respectively, but
rounds the $10.26 to $10.30 in
accordance with AIRC custom.
The AIRC decision also held that no
substantial reason was presented to
it to depart from the deferral granted
to farmers in receipt of EC Interest
Rate Subsidy. They have required
that employers opting to defer the
increase write to employees notifying
them of this, and attach a copy of the
letter granting ECIRS. Employers will
be entitled to retract confidential or
sensitive information in the copy of this
correspondence provided to employers.

ADFA block wages sheet
The Australian Dried Fruits Association
(ADFA) will soon update the block
wages sheet to reflect the results of
the 2007 Minimum Wage Decision.
Copies of the wages sheet will
be circulated to all members to
ensure that they are aware of the
date when the adjusted wage rates
apply and further information is
available on the ADFA website.
Note, under the Work Choices
legislation, it is the AFPC that is
responsible for setting minimum
wages for all employers in Victoria
and the Territories as well as for
incorporated entities in New South
Wales, South Australia and Western
Australia. However, minimum wages
for unincorporated entities (most
farmers operate as sole trader or
partnerships) in NSW, South Australia
and WA are still set by the AIRC.

Tri-Base Blue.
It couldn’t get any easier...

ADFA Federal Council
adopts Board report
Federal Council is effectively the Annual
General Meeting of the Australian
Dried Fruits Association (ADFA) and
the dried fruits industry. It comprises
representatives from each dried fruit
producing area, as well as dried fruit
processors and marketers. Currently,
the Federal Council comprises of
grower members (from Victoria,
New South Wales, South Australia
and Western Australia), processor
and marketer representatives and
Board of Management members.
Federal Council elects members
of the Board of Management for
rotating two year terms and is the
association’s major policy forum.
At the annual meeting Federal
Council members review all aspects
of the ADFA’s business including the
Board of Management’s Report for
2006/07 and the audited financial
statements for the association.
A summary of board elections,
financial statements, decisions on
membership and levy fees and other
issues discussed by Federal Council
at the July annual meeting follows.

Board elections
Grower members Brian Boulton, Jenny
Treeby and Neville Mitchell were
elected to the Board for two year terms.
In addition, Richard Findlay and Chris
Ellis were elected to the Board for two
year terms as marketer and processor
representatives respectively.
Committee appointments included:
■

■

When you choose Tri-Base Blue you get the simplest
most effective way to apply a copper fungicide.
Tri-Base Blue makes for the smoothest transition
between mixing and spraying - it just doesn’t get
any easier! Once applied to the crop Tri-Base Blue
provides a strong armour of copper protection
against disease.
www.nufarm.com.au
Australia’s leading liquid
copper fungicide.
® Tri-base Blue is a registered trademark
of Nufarm Australia Limited.
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ADFA Workplace Relations Committee
– John Hunt and Warren Lloyd,
appointed by Federal Council, will
be joined by two Board members.
ADFA Water and Environment
Committee – This committee will
comprise members nominated
by the ADFA branches and
three Board members.

Finance
Federal Council adopted the audited
financial statements for ADFA Inc
and MIDA Ltd for the 12 months
period ending 28 February, 2007.
Federal Council noted the ADFA
budget for the year ending
February 28, 2008 as endorsed
by the Board of Management.

2008 ADFA membership fees
Producer: Federal Council resolved

that the producer membership fee
for season 2008 would remain at $8/
tonne plus GST, to be paid on all dried
vine fruit deliveries up to 100t.
Large producer: Federal Council
resolved that the ADFA large producer
(more than 300t) membership fee for
2008 be confirmed as $3/t plus GST
on all dried vine fruit deliveries.
It was also resolved that ADFA
branches will receive $0.60/t of the
ADFA membership fee collected
from growers in their district.

2008 Research and
marketing levies
Federal Council endorsed an unchanged
research levy of $11/t and an
unchanged marketing levy of $7/t on
all dried vine fruit deliveries in 2008.

Plant Health (EPPR) Levy
Federal Council resolved to support
implementation of a statutory
Emergency Plant Pest Response
(EPPR) levy, initially set at zero.

Pumped irrigation
district viability
Federal Council resolved “that the
ADFA establish the terms of reference
for a study to look at increasing the
viability of pumped irrigation districts
by supporting growers to increase
their property size. ADFA will then seek
expressions of interest and project
proposals from suitable consultants
to enable preparation of a report

that provides potential solutions to
this problem and which can be used
by ADFA to lobby governments to
achieve the objective of farm build-up
in the pumped irrigation districts.”

ADFA review
Federal Council resolved “that the
role and structure of the ADFA be
reviewed to determine the best way of
representing the interests of growers
in a changed industry. The review will
include consideration of the merits of
processor/marketer involvement on the
Board of Management and investigate
whether alternative consultative
arrangements with processor/marketer
members may be more effective.”

Tax rate – backpackers
Federal Council resolved that
ADFA should continue to support
National Farmers’ Federation (NFF)
efforts to have the tax rate for
backpackers reduced to 13%.

Water diversion from the
Murray Darling Basin
Federal Council resolved that the ADFA
Water and Environment Committee
be asked to review the implications
of water being transferred out of the
Murray Darling Basin for potential uses
including urban or stock and domestic
purposes. The review will enable
the committee to make an informed
decision when recommending ADFA
to oppose or support the concept.

Peter Jones re-elected as Chairman
The Australian Dried Fruits Association
(ADFA) Board of Management has
re-elected Peter Jones, a dried fruit
grower from Irymple, as Chairman,
for a sixth term. Allan Long, a
Cardross dried fruit grower was
re-elected as Deputy Chairman.
The Board election was held
immediately after the annual
Federal Council meeting had
concluded on 24 July, 2007.
“I welcome the support I have
received from other Board members,
and indeed Federal Council
delegates, to continue in the role
as Chairman,” Mr Jones said.
“The Australian dried fruits industry
will continue to face significant

challenges in the coming year –
many of which are as big as any
previously faced by growers.
“The outlook is complicated by the
prospect of low water allocations
and ongoing efforts to try and
keep customers and banks happy
following a reduced harvest.”
“The water supply situation
remains critical, as we will need
significant rain and inflows over
an extended period in order to
secure our future,” he said.
Mr Jones concluded his comments
by saying that ADFA looks
forward to continuing its work on
behalf of the dried fruit growers
during the coming year.
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Each year the Board of Management reports to Federal Council on its activities
and relevant grower issues. The following article is a précis of that report.

The water supply situation and
uncertain outlook due to ongoing
drought conditions has been a priority
issue for the Australian Dried Fruits
Association (ADFA) because of the
serious risk it poses for all permanent
plantings reliant on the MurrayDarling River for irrigation. ADFA
representatives have worked with
other horticultural and government
organisations, as appropriate, to
protect dried grape grower interests.
Other issues include grower concerns
about pricing and payments, Sunbeam
Foods’ acquisition by Food Finance
Ltd and the longer term implications
of this development; biosecurity;
grower supply contracts; industrial
relations and much more.
Marketing remains a major focus for
ADFA because of the obvious need
to improve performance and lift
returns for all industry stakeholders.
These efforts run in parallel to our
dealings with day to day issues and
problems that continue to emerge.
The marketing effort includes ongoing
discussions with our processor/
marketer member, Sunbeam Foods,
as well as a range of Horticulture
Australia (HAL) projects funded by
research and marketing levies.
Furthermore, ADFA has used Industry
Partnership Program funding to engage
consultants, Street Ryan & Associates,
to undertake three marketing
projects relating to alternative
marketing options, market research
and development and supply chain
partnerships. These projects will be
completed by mid-September, 2007 and
the final reports and recommendations
will then be considered by the
ADFA Board of Management.
A new research direction is also
underway with work being undertaken
by Food Science Australia focusing
on health and nutrition aspects of
Australian dried fruits. There are
likely to be both short and longer
term projects which aim to provide a
marketing advantage for Australian fruit.
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ADFA has been raising awareness and
pursuing assistance for horticultural
industries such as dried grapes
that are at risk due to the water
supply situation. We have done this
through a joint horticultural industry
approach to the Prime Minister and
subsequently through a HAL water
forum that had led to the Horticulture
Australia Council (HAC) making a
submission for assistance measures
to the Federal Government in the
event that they are required.
ADFA and other local horticultural
industry groups are members of the
Mildura Horticultural Taskforce that has
overseen three major projects funded
by the Federal Government. We believe
that the next step in getting the results
out to growers may offer an opportunity
to obtain targeted assistance.

“The water situation
poses a real risk to
all industries with
permanent plantings
such as dried grapes.”
The industry needs to take a strong
co-operative approach to ensure
confidence is maintained in the future
of the Australian dried grape industry.
It is likely that the best solutions will
be found in a combination of the
matters discussed above – improved
marketing and research as well as
short and longer term assistance
measures that facilitate grower
access to the funds for investment
in new technologies and property
expansion and thus the establishment
of a stable productive base.

Industry overview
2007 crop
The 2007 harvest has produced
a much smaller crop of less than
20,000 tonnes, following several
years when total deliveries have been
relatively stable at about 30,000t.
Drying conditions were much better
than 2006 with the result that few
delays with deliveries were experienced
due to weather conditions
Final production is likely to be about

10,000t below last year’s final
figure of 29,414t. About 650t less
Currants and nearly 4000t less 4
crown and about 3000t less 5 crown
Sultanas were delivered than last
year – while similar proportions of
light and dark fruit were produced.
Berry size was visibly smaller than
normal this harvest, possibly caused by
the drought, which gave us low rainfall
and extremely low humidity levels in
the vital growing stages pre-harvest.
Lower production was due to
seasonal impacts including drought,
as well as some growers ceasing
to produce dried grapes.
ADFA has reaffirmed support for
the strategic industry objective
of achieving a 30,000-35,000t
stable production base.
Water allocations
The continuing drought conditions
across Australia during 2006/07
have impacted significantly on water
storages and water allocations to
NSW and South Australia growers.
Growers in the three states including
Victoria are facing the reality of
receiving significantly reduced water
allocations in 2007/08, unless there
is a return to above average rainfall
conditions and improved runoff.
The water situation poses a real
risk to all industries with permanent
plantings such as dried grapes –
ADFA will continue to pursue the
provision of emergency water
supplies if the situation warrants it.
A range of actions have been taken to
help keep growers informed and ensure
that their interests are being protected.

Concern was expressed that the
marginal price increases for most
varieties announced by both Sunbeam
Foods and Clyne Foods were not
viable for most growers. While price
increases were welcomed, they did not
recover the price cuts made in 2006.
Further, ADFA highlighted the risk
of reduced water allocations being
made to irrigators in 2007/08
and warned that the potential
impact on future production levels
should not be underestimated.
Currant situation and outlook
Following the drastic cut in Currant
prices in 2006 and advice to growers
with expiring contracts that alternative
market options should be sought,
agreement was reached between ADFA
and Sunbeam Foods on a strategy to
increase export sales of Currants from
Australia over the next two to three
years as a matter of urgency. ADFA’s
objective was to find an effective
solution to what was expected to
be a short/medium term supply/
demand problem and to give growers
confidence to retain their Currants.
In October 2006, Sunbeam advised
that Currant growers with contracts
expiring in 2006 would be offered an
extension of their contracts to include
the 2007 harvest. ADFA reaffirmed
its objective which was to ensure

Sunbeam acquisition
There was some uncertainty amongst
growers in the lead up to the 2007
harvest due to the proposed acquisition
of Sunbeam Foods by Food Finance
Ltd (Manassen Foods Australia).
Grower members of the ADFA Board
of Management sought clarification
on a number of issues including the
company attitude towards use of
Australian product and the need to
maintain a viable Australian industry.
Payments and pricing
ADFA was unsuccessful with its call for
Sunbeam to make faster door payments
in 2007. The call was made due to

Federal Department of Agriculture
Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF).

To date, the joint strategy
has resulted in:

The full reports and templates from
these projects are available on a
website (www.murraymurrummbidge.
com.au) and the taskforce is looking
at ways to roll out this information and
ensure that it is used by growers.

■

Schedule prices for Currants
(contract and non-contract fruit)
being maintained at 2006 levels.

■

Sunbeam continuing to accept
all Currants (both contract
and expired contract fruit).

■

Export and domestic sales
have continued resulting in a
continued reduction in stocks.

“... the marginal
price increases for
most varieties...
were not viable for
most growers.”
There is no doubt the Currant market
outlook remains difficult, particularly
as a result of the strengthening of the
Australian dollar against the US dollar.

Mildura Horticultural
Task Force
The slump in farm gate prices for
Sunraysia’s horticultural crops in
2006 prompted the formation of
a regional task force. The Mildura
Rural City Council (MRCC) and
Wentworth Shire instigated this major
project to get a better understanding
of the financial situation facing
local industries and to identify
strategies to improve the outlook.
Following completion of the initial
economic sustainability study, the
taskforce commissioned three
major research projects aimed
at helping irrigated horticulture
establish a competitive and viable
future with funding provided by the

Consideration is being given to finding
the best ways to encourage Individual
growers to take part in a collaboration
and/or diversification program using
the resources created. The taskforce
hopes coordination support can be
provided for growers who want to work
in groups e.g. for machinery rings,
marketing, alternative crops etc.
Opportunities for the
dried grape industry
ADFA recognises the urgent need
for redevelopment and increased
investment in the dried grape
industry. Investment is needed in new
technologies (vines, trellis, irrigation
etc) as well as property build-up to
achieve better economies of scale.
The industry would benefit greatly if
the taskforce roll out happened at the
same time as real funding incentives
for investment were provided.
Delaying an industry growth strategy
until after recovery from the drought
would ensure continuing the low
tonnages and delay recovery
unnecessarily for several more years.
ADFA considers that industry specific
funding for property expansion and
redevelopment must be sought to
assist with this growth phase.
This expansion will only occur if all
processors support an expansion
of the productive base through
use of contractual strategies that
stimulate confidence and promote
investment in the industry.

SULTANA SALES by Season of Production

CURRANT SALES by Season of Production
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The past year (2006/07) has been
another tough year in which the
Australian dried grape industry has
dealt with a range of issues and
faced a number of new challenges.

While growers enjoyed better drying
conditions than 2006, their total
returns dropped significantly due to
lower production levels. Prices in 2007
were marginally higher for all varieties
apart from Currants. Sultana and
Sunmuscat prices increased by $3065/t while Raisin prices rose by $25/t.
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ATGA Chief Executive’s report
An alternative view on
Managed Investment Schemes
An independent view by Bill McClumpha, a Dried Fruit Grower, Red Cliffs
The previous edition of this journal
noted the release by Horticulture
Australia Limited (HAL) of a report
into the effects on horticulture of
Managed Investment Schemes (MIS).
Though self described by consultants
Econtech as independent, some
growers have reservations, pointing
out that the study omitted the wine
grape industry, a sector growers
believe was oversupplied in recent
vintages because of an MIS generated
overhang. Also, the report was jointly
funded by HAL and by an alliance
of the three major MIS players.
Other growers and I believe that
these facts, combined with the
report’s uncritical conclusions,
mean that report cannot be
accepted as truly independent and
that HAL played a political role
in funding and publishing it.
The report itself aside, the
circumstances surrounding its
commission and release raise
some issues of broader interest.
Firstly there is a perception among
growers that ’corporatism’ is
increasingly taking hold at a time when
their own fortunes are fading, and
that these two phenomena could be
linked. By corporatism I mean amongst
other things, the perceived alignment
of their various representative groups
with government agencies, business,
and other groups, in ways which
ultimately disadvantage growers.
For example, HAL is funded by growers
and government. It is effectively an
arm of the Federal Government with
a powerful say in the research and
marketing efforts, and therefore the
wellbeing, of most of our district’s
major horticultural industries. To
effectively represent the interests
of their members, our industry
groups must maintain a strong
working relationship with HAL.
Perhaps unavoidably, this close
relationship has led to a perception
amongst some growers that their
representatives have been shoehorned
into accepting the government’s
policy landscape as the price of doing
business with HAL and with government
generally, and that this price is too high.
The perception is that the industry/
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government relationship has
evolved to a point where leadership
has been compromised in the
political sense at a crucial time.
Growers want effective action on
what they see as the broader threats
posed by Australia’s unrealistic
and excessively hardline free trade
unilateralism, free trade agreements
(FTA’s), quarantine threats,
dumping of subsidised imports,
disadvantageous labelling laws, tax
advantaged schemes and so on.
There is a belief among some
growers that they are being denied
traction on these issues. And that
this is largely because the evolving
strength of the corporate relationship
between their leadership and
government works to produce a bland
and stale commonality of views at
odds with effective leadership.
Additionally, growers see this
commonality and its downside as
extending across all relationships their
grower organisations are involved
including the Mildura Rural City
Counsel (MRCC), the Horticultural
Taskforce, Lower Murray Water
(LMW), the Department of Primary
Industries (DPI) and Department of
Sustainability and Environment (DSE),
and government bodies generally.
As prospects become increasingly
bleak, growers see genuine
engagement as increasingly less
evident, with the possibility of
meaningful debate and real solutions
being displaced by the commission and
issuing of more and more reports which
accommodate corporate sensibilities
but are of decreasing relevance.

projects underway and coming on
line in the next few years. Who could
blame MRCC and the Murray Darling
Basin Commission (MDBC) for looking
sideways? As for infrastructure, it
must be tempting for government
at all levels to follow through on
proposals such as that made to LMW
by a leading MIS player to refurbish
Merbein’s infrastructure and attract
reinvestment and water buy back.
Growers ready for a dignified assisted
exit would also be agreeable.
The use of MIS as a policy tool also
extends to providing expedient
options to address actual or potential
market failure in commodities
affected by climate change, loss of
water entitlement or trade policy.
In February the leader of the Western
Australian National Party, Brendon
Grylls stated that with our present
trade regime, Australian growers could
not hope to compete with countries
such as China, and that the only way
communities could attract investment
was to embrace MIS, and that they
should be doing this regardless of
the impact on existing growers.
He was backed up on the same day
by State Minister of Agriculture Kim
Chance. Growers believe this ‘live with
it, or leave’ attitude is not isolated
to Western Australia, but is endemic
through all levels of government.
They believe it underpins what growers
see as the most destructive aspect
of corporatism, the use of market
corrupting taxpayer subsidies directed
to corporates via the MIS model in order
to substitute for the rural disinvestment
caused by hostile government policy.

The second area of interest highlighted
by issuing of the HAL report is the
use made by government of MIS
as policy option, for example to
stimulate the moribund rural economy,
or to fund irrigation infrastructure
provision and refurbishment.

Growers believe MIS tax breaks
are the government’s Claytons
subsidy, the subsidy you have
when you don’t have a subsidy, and
that their use by government as a
substitute for legitimate policy is
lazy, expedient and unacceptable.

Swan Hill is an example of economic
stimulation with $1 billion of MIS

Bill McClumpha is a dried
fruit grower in Red Cliffs.

Positive news in bid for market access
A lot has
happened
in furthering
market
access for
table grapes
since my
last report
two months
ago. The
highlight,
a Federal
Government
grant worth
ATGA CEO, Jeff Scott
more than
$680,000 to
enhance research and development in
pest control and improve the likelihood
of gaining market access into countries
such as China, Japan and Korea.
As reported previously, an Australian
Table Grape Association (ATGA)
delegation visited Korea and Japan to
gain a hands-on insight into the market
and develop market entry strategies.
Both countries are viable options for
exporting Australian table grapes and
as a result the industry has commenced
market access applications.
Bilateral negotiations between Australia
and Korea will commence in early
September and between Australia
and Japan later that month. Market
access for table grapes is on the
agenda of both bilateral discussions.
As with all negotiations horticultural
commodities are prioritised for
gaining market access. In the case
of Korea, table grapes are number
three on the list behind mangoes and
cherries. It is hoped that mangoes
will have been granted access before
the negotiations commence and that
cherries will gain access quickly,
leaving table grapes as the next
horticulture product to gain access.
Cherries are the prime focus
for market access in Japan
followed by table grapes.
Technical talks between Australia
and China in Beijing yielded a clearer
understanding of the pest and
diseases of concern to China. However,
further research is required on the
pest and diseases of concern if we
are to progress our application and
unfortunately the ATGA has no more
funds to allocate in the short term.
A personal meeting with the Federal
Agriculture Minister was sought
to see what help was available.

Minster McGauran agreed to see
David Minnis (a member of the
ATGA Industry Advisory Committee
and exporter) and I in Melbourne.

cold tolerant and cold disinfestation
treatments needed to occur for
12, 14 and16 days at 1, 2 and 3°C
respectively for complete mortality.

The Minister, fully understanding and
supportive of the ATGA’s market access
application, agreed that there was a
small window of opportunity to fast
track the research needed in order to
be able to present information back to
the Chinese before the next bilateral
negotiations in October. He granted
the ATGA a one-off funding agreement
to the tune of $683,400 to conduct
the necessary research to meet the
Chinese request for further information
on the pests and diseases of concern.

Emergency Plant Pest
Response Deed

“He (Minister
McGauran) granted the
ATGA a one-off funding
agreement to the
tune of $683,400 to
conduct the necessary
research to meet the
Chinese request for
further information.”
The ATGA is very appreciative of
the support from the Minister and
his department. Research has
commenced and it is hoped to have
informative information available
to present to the Chinese to further
progress our market applications.

Cold disinfestation research
In recent weeks I have visited
Andrew Jessup and Francis De Lima
concerning the ATGA research on cold
disinfestations on Mediterranean fruit
fly (Med fly) and Queensland fruit fly
(Qfly). Contrary to what is published
in the United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA) journals, the
Australian research demonstrates that
Qfly is more cold tolerant than Med fly.
The Australian trials included three table
grape varieties – Thomson Seedless,
Crimson Seedless and Red Globe –
and more than 30,000 Med flies.

As mentioned in the last edition of The
Vine, the ATGA is now a signatory to
the Emergency Plant Pest Response
Deed. Detailed presentations outlining
what this means for the industry will
be given during Levy Payers Forums.
Growers will be given the chance to
ask questions about the deed and
the levy. Provided there are no major
objections to the deed and the levy
during these forums, the deed will
be enacted with the levy in place.
Again, the levy will be initially set at
zero and will only commence if there
is an incursion of a quarantinable
plant pest and growers have been
paid compensation by the Federal
Government as a result of the incursion.

GrapeConnect Conference
I have just returned from the
GrapeConnect annual conference
in Queensland where more than
80 growers, wholesale agents
and retailers attended.
It was refreshing to see growers
openly discuss different farmyard
procedures in order to improve
management practices in growing
table grapes. A number of speakers
spoke on a wide range of topics
that began with management of
vines and harvest and ended with
co-ordinated supply and promotion
of fresh grapes to consumers.
John Martin from the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC) also gave an update on the
Horticulture Code of Conduct.
More information about the conference
can be found on page 12

Promotions
The ATGA, in conjunction with
Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL), is
finalising the up-coming promotions
campaign. This year it will focus
on outdoor advertising, in store
merchandising, public media relations
incorporating grower profiles and
linkages with the major markets.

The research shows that complete
mortality of Qfly was achieved when
treated at 1, 2 and 3°C for 12, 14 and
14 days. Med fly was slightly more
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ADFA Board news

Drying for Profit activities

Older irrigation areas under review
The Mildura Rural City Council
(MRCC) has commissioned a
review of all land zoned ‘farming’
in the older irrigated areas of
Mildura, Merbein and Red Cliffs.

the results of the review to identify a
long-term (20 year) vision for land use
and development in the MOIA and the
necessary statutory and non-statutory
measures to achieve the vision.

The review will examine current land
use and the drivers of land use change
within the Mildura Older Irrigation Areas
(MOIA). It will also assess the strategic
importance of the MOIA with respect to
productive use, water use, amenity and
urban growth and evaluate the impact
of, and appropriate level of residential
use; locations for tourism activities
and accommodation development
and locations of rural lifestyle living.

Branch review of
grower contracts

RM Consulting Group (RMCG) has been
engaged to undertake the review which
began in June. Parsons Brinckerhoff
is working with the group to provide
specialist land use planning skills.
The community and stakeholders are
invited to participate in the consultation
process and will be updated through:
■

■

■

Information bulletins circulated
to MOIA property owners.
Stakeholder workshops with industry
representatives and agencies.
Community forums.

Consultation is scheduled for
August/September with an
Options Paper placed on Public
Exhibition in October 2007.
At the conclusion of the review process
the Council, in partnership with the
community and stakeholders, will use

As reported at the recent Federal
Council meetings, ADFA and Sunbeam
held several meetings to discuss grower
concerns with existing contracts.

“... the contract
issue will continue
to be an important
issue for ADFA.”
Sunbeam advised ADFA that a new
contract format had been developed –
incorporating a base price mechanism
and would initially be offered to
those growers who are renewing
contracts. Other contract growers
(not due for renewal) will need to talk
to Sunbeam if they are interested in
negotiating an updated contract.
Growers with concerns about
reduced water allocations and
on-farm management response
should talk to Sunbeam.
ADFA has acknowledged that the
revised Sunbeam contract format
is a significant improvement that
should help overcome grower
concerns regarding pricing.

ADFA considers that the following
check list of items that should be
considered by growers when they
are individually negotiating with
processors. These matters include:
■

Obtaining independent advice

■

Adequate minimum price provisions

■

An adequate force majeure clause

■

Adequate provision for dispute
resolution including access to
independent arbiter on delivery/
grading disputes etc.

Imports
Dried grape imports for the four months
to 30 June, 2007 have continued
at significantly higher levels than
those seen 12 months earlier.
■

Currants

685 tonnes

■

Sultanas

■

Other dried grapes

1230 t

■

Total imports

9265 t

7350 t

Sultana imports have continued at
very high levels, up by more than
5500t on the same period last year.
Total imports have risen by 6275t
in the first four months. Other dried
grape imports were up 1230t with
Currant imports rising 139t.
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options to growers and suggest
an implementation timetable.

However, it should be noted that
the contract issue will continue to
be an important issue for ADFA.
Developments with all processors
will be monitored and further
improvements sought over time.
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Squeezing the last drop
Growers should consider enrolling in
one of these workshops by phoning
the ADFA on (03) 5023 5174.
As soon as enough participants
are enrolled (10 -15) the details
of locations and times for
workshops will be advertised.
Little effective rain has fallen in
Murray River catchments in the past
few months, reinforcing the need for
forward thinking water management.
Adding to the problem is the low
volumes of water allocated for the
season, forcing growers to consider
how they will manage their vineyards
with the limited water they will
have available this season.

“Squeezing the last
drop workshops are
designed to present
possible management
options to growers.”
The Australian Dried Fruits Association
(ADFA), in association with Department
of Primary Industries (DPI) Victoria and
local water authorities, is planning more
workshops on managing low water
allocations. Titled ‘Squeezing the last
drop’, the workshops are designed
to present possible management

EC interest rate subsidies
An Exceptional Circumstances (EC)
interest rate subsidy is available
to growers who are finding it
tough in the current climate.
The subsidy is based on the interest
payable on, and the associated
costs of, borrowings supplied by a
commercial institution, vendor or by
private arrangements. Support will be
offered where loans are provided on
commercial terms and at a competitive
interest rate which is generally
applicable to the loan being subsidised.
The level of support will be up to 80%
of the interest payable on eligible
farm debt to an amount that creates
a break-even result for the year
being assessed. The closing date for
applications is 23 October, 2007; but
a 28 day grace period can apply.
To assist growers who are applying for
this subsidy the ADFA has developed
a reference document which can be
used to build a case demonstrating the
drought effect on the 2007 crop. This
document will be made available to
financial members of the ADFA from the
office at 31 Deakin Avenue, Mildura.
Any grower who
is receiving EC
household support
through Centrelink
should consider
applying for the EC
interest rate subsidy.
A means test will
apply and the
applicant will have
to meet a number of
eligibility criteria to
receive the interest
rate subsidy. For
details of the eligibility
criteria please refer
to the July/August
edition of The Vine.

seek professional help from either
the Sunraysia Rural Counselling
Service or their accountant. ADFA
members should obtain the drought
effect support document.

Farm safety manuals
The Horticultural Farm Safety Manuals,
otherwise known as the occupational
health and safety (OH&S) manual is now
available free of charge to all growers.

“Any grower who
is receiving EC
household support
through Centrelink
should consider
applying for the EC
interest rate subsidy.”
All participating industries have agreed
that the cost of posting the manual
to their grower members would
be too high. As a result, dried fruit
growers are advised that they can
obtain their copy of the manual at the
ADFA offices. It will also be available
at official ADFA branch meetings.
The manual will assist you in making
your property safe for yourself,
your family and your employees.

Dried Grape Approved
Supplier Program training
The Dried Grape Approved Supplier
Program (DGASP) is part of the
industry’s food quality assurance
which guarantees the integrity
of our product to our buyers.
Growers who have not attended a
DGASP training session and who
wish to be listed as an approved
supplier should enrol to undertake this
training before the 2008 harvest.
Interested growers can enrol in
person at the ADFA office or by
phone on (03) 5023 5174.

Growers who think
that they are eligible
should not selfassess and should
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Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL) update

Future begins to come into focus
Future Focus, a
strategic vision
that will help
the horticulture
industry
successfully
navigate
through the
next decade
and beyond,
has released
its first
HAL Industry Services
Manager, Ross Skinner discussion
paper,
identifying potential drivers of the
future of the horticulture industry.
Previously known as the Horticulture
Industry Strategic Plan (HISP),
Future Focus is the first strategic
plan of its kind for horticulture. It
will address future challenges and
give the entire horticulture industry
a strategic path for future growth.

“Future Focus is
the first strategic
plan of its kind for
horticulture.”
Future Focus is a three stage exercise.
The findings from a preliminary
macro scan of horticulture have
shown the most important factors

to be considered by the industry will
include developing strong export
markets, increasing domestic
demand and improving productivity.
The water crisis, supply chain
competitiveness and labour costs were
also identified as topics to be discussed
with industry members before finalising
the first phase of the strategic plan.
Facilitated by Horticulture Australia
Limited (HAL), Future Focus is
being developed collaboratively
with all sectors of industry and
a 26-person Industry Leadership
Group is steering the project.
The planning process involves
consultation with grower bodies,
retailers, wholesalers, exporters,
processors, relevant Australian
Government and state government
agencies, as well as with experts within
the fields of research and development,
domestic and international marketing,
the environment and regulation.

horticulture into one clear direction.
It will balance a long-term strategy
with immediate industry concerns.

“The real power of
Future Focus will be
its ability to channel
the collective efforts
of everyone involved
in horticulture into
one clear direction”

Cabrio.
Protect your vines against powdery & downy mildew.

Individual industries will be able to
incorporate the findings of Future
Focus into their own strategic
plans and achieve greater returns
from their investments.

Future Focus will collect industry
feedback at upcoming wholesalers
and exporters workshops. One-on-one
meetings will be held with the Centre
for International Economics (CIE), which
is assisting the horticulture industry
in the development of this plan.

To assist with industry communication,
Future Focus has launched an official
website, www.futurefocus.org.au to
function as the central location for
all communication on the strategic
plan. Members can also submit
feedback via the website, subscribe
to e-news updates and submit
questions to the Future Focus team.

The real power of Future Focus will
be its ability to channel the collective
efforts of everyone involved in

The final report will be released in
November 2008 at an industry summit
prior to the HAL annual general meeting.

New regulations for agricultural and veterinary chemical use
The Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemicals (Control of Use) Regulations
2007 came into force on 24 July, 2007.
The revised regulations provide a
framework for monitoring agricultural
and veterinary chemical use in Victoria
and support the administration
of the Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemicals (Control of Use) Act 1992.
The new regulations seek to
minimise the risks and maximise
the benefits associated with the
use of agricultural and veterinary
chemicals in Victoria and prescribe:
(a) the records that must be made
and kept by users and sellers
of certain chemical products;
(b) the requirements for labels and
advice notes accompanying certain
veterinary chemical products
sold by veterinary practitioners
for the treatment of stock;
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(c) the information to be provided
in relation to certain agricultural
spraying to be carried out on land
near schools, hospitals , aged care
services or children services;
(d) the equipment to be used when
carrying out aerial spraying; and
(e) other matters authorised
by the Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemicals (Control
of Use) Act 1992.
The most significant change
affecting agricultural chemical users
is the change to record keeping
requirements. Records must now be
made and kept for all agricultural
chemical products used, excluding
household or home garden products.
Persons licensed under section
108C of the Health Act 1958
to use agricultural chemical
products in grounds associated

with a building not connected with
primary production or agricultural
commodities are also exempt.
New record keeping requirements
also apply to users of veterinary
chemical products classified as a
Schedule 4 Poison, or which have a
withholding period. These records
must be made within 48 hours of
using the chemical product.
Veterinary practitioners are also
affected by new label and advice note
requirements, and are required to
make records for veterinary chemical
products sold or used within 24 hours.
There are also new notification
requirements for landholders and
spray contractors who intend to
conduct agricultural chemical
spraying within 200 metres of
schools, hospitals, aged care services
or children’s services, including
kindergartens and day care centres.

One product for the control of powdery and downy mildew
When using Cabrio you can be confident that your vines are protected
against both of the grapevine mildews. Apply Cabrio 2 to 3 times during
the critical period from early flowering until bunch closure.
Take no chances, use Cabrio.
www.nufarm.com.au

Cabrio = Confidence

Water outlook
Allocation Prospects: Situation ‘severe’
Despite average to above average rainfall on many of the main catchment
areas in July, inflows remain below average and storages are well below those
seen at the same time in 2006. Allocations are likely to remain modest.

Rainfall outlook
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MDBC will provide further drought
updates in coming months, and will
release periodic operational outlooks
as the season progresses. Additional
information is available at www.mdbc.
gov.au and from the relevant Australian
and State Government agencies.
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Table 1. Murray System (% of High-Reliability Water Share at date shown).
Inflow Conditions 15 Sep 2007 15 Oct 2007 15 Dec 2007 15 Feb 2008
Wet

20%

51%

62%

100%

Average

5%

25%

51%

51%

Dry

5%

5%

10%

15%

‘Wet’ – Inflow volumes that have 1 chance in 10 of being exceeded
‘Average’ – Inflow volumes that have 5 chances in 10 of being exceeded
‘Dry’ – Inflow volumes that have 9 chances in 10 of being exceeded

Allocations announced for Victorian Murray System

DEC

A small opening allocation has been announced
for Victorian irrigators on the Murray system.

Goulburn-Murray Water will continue to look at ways
to maximise the water available for allocation.

Goulburn-Murray Water announced a bridging allocation of
5% of high-reliability water shares for Murray system users.

Customers are reminded that information on the
qualifications of rights allowing use of water for domestic
and stock purposes and commercial purposes is available on
Goulburn-Murray Water’s website, www.g mwater.com.au.

However, it said there was not enough water in the
Murray system to meet all losses, and it had made the
allocation to allow customers to plan early season water
use. (It warned immediate access to water from channels
would be delayed until there was widespread demand.)
The authority said improvements in Murray system resources
would be used to meet loss commitments through to 15
March, 2008. It said once the shortfall was met, all further
resources will be directed towards allocation increases.
The Goulburn and Murray channel delivery systems
will operate to a 15 March, 2008 close until allocations
reach 20%, when further resource improvements will
be used to extend the season to 15 April, 2008. When
this milestone is secured, resource increases will be
split evenly between increasing the allocation and
extending the season to the usual 15 May close.
The latest seasonal outlooks are given in Table 1.
The lack of significant rainfall during August has caused
inflows across all systems to fall, with the result that
seasonal outlooks have worsened since August 1.
The low availability of resources in all systems means
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Sep/2006
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How do I get more
information?

Rising after reaching record low

Jun/2001

3000

A pril

The Bureau reports that dynamic
computer models are indicating a
moderate chance of a La Niña in
2007 but these models are “not
indicating this as emphatically as a
few months ago”. Typically, La Niña
means average to above average
rainfalls over eastern Australia.

MD BC Active Storage
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The Bureau of Meteorology’s rainfall
outlook shows 40% to 50% chance
of exceeding median rainfall across
most of the Murray Darling Basin for
the three months August to October.
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2007-08
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J anuary

Current river operations are focused

2 50 0

2006-07

7000

D ec em ber

Current MDBC storage is about
2000GL less than at the same time
last year. The current low storage
position provides a bleak outlook for
2007-08. To put this in perspective,
current water availability is much
worse than 2006-07, which delivered
the lowest water availability for the
River Murray System over the past 116
years (using modelled behaviour at
current level of system development).

3 00 0

N ov em ber

System inflows increased in response
to the rain early in the month and
total system inflow in July was 450
gigalitres. While this is significantly
better than in July 2006 (130GL) it is
still well below the long-term average of
1190GL. Lake Victoria has risen to 65%
of capacity, and is expected to continue
rising throughout August. Of the other
major storages, Lake Hume is at 665GL
(22% of capacity) and Dartmouth 590GL
(15% capacity). Both storages are
expected to rise slowly into early spring.

are needed to move towards
more normal River Murray system
operations and provide for losses in
state irrigation channel systems.

At 10 August, there was 900GL of
water (excluding transmission losses)
available for sharing between states
according to special sharing rules
agreed by partner governments to
manage extremely
low resource
availability. This
Average and Selected Years
volume more
than meets
T ota l Inflow s to th e R ive r M u rra y (e x c lu din g S no w y)
critical human
L on g T e rm A ve ra g e a n d S e le c te d Y e a rs
requirements in
2000
Long Term Average
the three states.
1800

long-term average

O c tober

Average to above average rainfall
occurred in July on the main River
Murray storage catchments in
northern Victoria and across much
of southern New South Wales and
eastern South Australia. However,
severe rainfall deficiencies persisted
in the north of New South Wales
and in southern Queensland.

8000

S eptem ber

Current situation

3 50 0

A ugus t

The report warned the months from
November to May do not typically yield
substantial inflows, as rainfall declines
and evaporation losses increase.

maximum

J uly

The MDBC said contingency measures
were in place to save water, including
the disconnection of some wetlands
to reduce losses due to evaporation,
but the outlook for 2007/08 remains
grim and was highly dependant on
rainfall over the next three months.
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4 00 0

J une

Daily inflow rates have receded
to levels observed in late May.

10000
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Although storages are rising slowly,
the report said they were still a long
way short of even the level of water
availability at this time last year.

on maximising availability of water for
consumptive use: keeping releases from
Hume and Dartmouth low, minimising
losses and capturing as much water as
possible in Lake Victoria. Lake Mulwala
is also being partially lowered to create
‘airspace’ to capture and re-regulate
any higher flows originating in the
Ovens and Kiewa Rivers, lowering the
likelihood of flooding the BarmahMillewa Forest. Flow to South Australia
is now being held near 1150ML/day,
representing a small increase from the
target flow in June of 950ML/day.

seasons and long-term average

Season to date and last year
Murray System Inflows Excluding Menindee & Snowy Plus 1 June Active Storage (approx.)
(as at 24/07/2007)

Total Monthly Inflow (GL)

The Murray Darling Basin Commission’s
(MDBC) latest drought outlook has
described the situation facing the basin
and its irrigators as ‘very serious’.

MDBC Total Storage – Recent

Inflow s plus Starting Storage

NSW situation
As a result of advice from the Critical Water Advisory Group,
any decision by Murray Irrigation to return some of the
suspended water will be delayed until at least September 2.
The return to very dry conditions in the first
two weeks of August caused NSW to seriously
consider survival only water supply.
Murray Irrigation is currently proposing a range of options
to government for the supply of stock and domestic water.
Water outlook – Currently, NSW has only 200,000
megalitres available to meet town, stock and domestic,
industry and irrigation requirements in 2007/08.
Because of an imbalance caused by higher Victorian
inflows, very significant inflows are needed this spring
before the water available to NSW for diversion increases.
Murray Irrigation is developing more detailed
information about the implications of this situation.
More information from www.murrayirrigation.com.au

Jun/2007

Mar/2007
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ATGA and AHEA working together
By David Minnis
Australian table grapes have earned
a strong reputation in all of our major
markets, but particularly the largest,
namely Asia, as being sweet, of good
quality and readily available during
the southern hemisphere season.
This acknowledgement has helped the
industry grow to become Australia’s
second highest export earning
horticulture industry after citrus. Today
more than 50,000 tonnes of Australian
table grapes are sent to destinations
ranging from Asia through the Indian

“The AHEA believes
that exports of
grapes to China could
exceed $100 million
if Australia were to
gain official access.”
subcontinent and Middle East to Europe.
Asia is the primary export destination
because of its close proximity to
Australia. Table grapes can be harvested
and packed in the Sunraysia region and
shipped directly to wholesale markets or
supermarket chains in South-East Asia,
arriving within 14 days. Grapes sent
from Perth arrive in less than a week.
As a southern hemisphere producer,
Australia is ideally located to act as a
counter seasonal supplier of table grapes
to the northern hemisphere markets, but
we face strong competition from Chile,
South Africa and more recently Peru.

Exporters vehemently opposed the
Federal Government’s move towards
partial cost recovery of the inspection
services provided by AQIS. Deputations
and meetings were held in Sydney and
Canberra over the issue and ultimately
led to the formation of the AHEA in 1987.
These days inspection charges are
fully recovered by the government
and currently cost growers and
exporters of horticultural products
destined for export in excess of
$7.2 million. So the AHEA concerns
back in 1987 were well founded.
As a unified voice of exporters, the
AHEA continues to represent exporters
and table grape growers in quarantine
discussions. The association works
closely with Biosecurity Australia and
AQIS to develop protocols that are
practical in the commercial environment,
yet conform to importing requirements.
A brief summary of Australia’s position
in some markets will highlight the
close involvement of the AHEA
with the table grape industry.

New Zealand
The AHEA holds the Australian Pesticides
and Veterinary Medicines Authority
(APVMA) permit for the treatment of
sulphur dioxide and carbon dioxide
for control of red back spiders in
table grapes destined for shipment
to the New Zealand market.

As the permit holder, the AHEA needs to
be convinced that approved fumigation
facilities are safe and comply with
occupational health and safety (OH&S)
requirements and that staff are
competent in undertaking the treatment.
The AHEA has coordinated the visits with
the New Zealand Ministry of Agriculture
and Forestry (MAF), inspector to preclear grapes in the Sunraysia region.

Thailand
Thailand is about to change their
importing regulations. AQIS inspection
and phytosanitary certificates will be
required for future table grape shipments
in 2008, while it is still undecided as to
whether airfreighted grapes will need
to be fumigated prior to shipment
The AHEA is negotiating through
Biosecurity Australia with the Thais to
accept area-freedom from fruit fly, and
a systems approach to the control of
other pests and diseases rather than
require mandatory fumigation with
methyl bromide which can damage
grapes, particularly green varieties.

India
The current Indian regulation
requires grapes to be cold treated
against Queensland fruit fly (Qfly)
for 18 days at 1.1°C or below.
Given Australian grapes are transhipped
via Singapore the AHEA would like
India to accept the recent disinfestation
research which shows we can control
Qfly in 14 days at below 1°C.

mean the grapes could be onforwarded from Singapore to India
without holding the fruit for days on
the wharf to complete the 18 day
cold treatment. This would effectively
reduce the voyage time to Indian ports
allowing the grapes to arrive fresher.

Indonesia
In 2006 Indonesia changed their import
regulations and no longer accepted
area-freedom for regions like Sunraysia
or in-transit cold treatment for grapes.
The changes to the regulations had
a serious effect on Australian table
grape exports as Indonesia was the
industry’s second biggest export
destination after Hong Kong.
The ATGA and Biosecurity Australia
successfully lobbied for the
Indonesian officials to come to
Australia and subsequently areafreedom from fruit fly was reinstated
for Sunraysia in March 2007
The AHEA continues to call for the
reinstatement of in-transit cold
treatment as an acceptable means
of shipping fruit fly hosts such as
table grapes to this market.

Microthiol Disperss HPC The Vine

If Sunraysia were to lose their area-

China represents the largest
market in Asia and unfortunately
Australia is currently unable to
legally ship grapes there.

“Table grapes can be
harvested and packed
in the Sunraysia region
and shipped directly
to wholesale markets
or supermarket chains
in South-East Asia ...”
The AHEA believes that exports of grapes
to China could exceed $100 million if
Australia were to gain official access.
The AHEA2:11
has pressed
Biosecurity
16/8/07
PM Page
1
Australia to speed up the market access

Of course, signing off on a grape protocol
with China is not the only consideration.
The protocol must be commercially
achievable and not involve unnecessary
shipping and inspection costs.
Getting a protocol that works is the
challenge and continued close cooperation of table grape growers and
exporters in achieving this is paramount.
All companies involved in export should
consider becoming members of the
AHEA as the association is only as
strong as its collective strength and
we need a single voice for the export
community when talking to government.
David Minnis is AHEA Deputy Chairman.
Contact: AHEA Max Sumner
Phone (03) 9210 9380

Microthiol Disperss
mixes in seconds.

®

The shorter treatment time would

A master of suspense.

Providing key advice in market
intelligence, Australian Quarantine
Inspection Service (AQIS) workplans
and practical export procedure, the
Australian Horticultural Exporters
Association (AHEA) and its members
have made a significant contribution
to the success of Australian table
grapes as an export commodity.
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The AHEA supports the recent
involvement of the ATGA to facilitate
entry as we cannot allow our
competitors to outmanoeuvre
us in this crucial market.

China

®

The industry is actively pursuing
potential export markets as a part of its
strategic plan. New markets must be
found and established markets grown
if the industry is to sustain prices once
new plantings come into production.

Fighting for the rights of growers and
exporters, the AHEA was formed 20
years ago in response to the introduction
of AQIS inspection fees and charges.

process for table grapes into China.
Australia’s major competitors – the
United States, Peru, Chile and recently
South Africa have access and can
export fresh grapes directly into China.

freedom status then it would mean
the industry only has land-based cold
treatment as an option for disinfesting
grapes. This would mean Australian
grapes would be four to five weeks
old before they arrived in Indonesia.

The proven quality sulphur that mixes and
disperses easily.
• Good efficacy due to excellent dispersion characteristic.
• Cost effective powdery mildew control in vines.
• May be mixed with oils to control mites in vines
prior to bud-burst.
• Now available in an easy to handle 15kg bag.

www.nufarm.com.au

Colour and size are important. This is exactly the right colour of red for
Crimson Seedless shipped to China. The coin is an Australian dollar.

® Registered trademarks of Cerexagri.
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By Alison MacGregor and Garth Swinburn
An analysis of the economic sustainability of the dried grape industry was recently commissioned
by the Australian Dried Fruits Association (ADFA) in partnership with Horticulture Australia
Limited (HAL). The study was conducted by Scholefield Robinson with assistance from a
steering committee of ADFA members. This article summarises some of the findings.
Vineyards sizes and the
extent of redevelopment of
dried grape enterprises
Industry data was used to characterise
vineyards producing dried grapes. While
more than 600 growers delivered dried
fruit in 2007, we focussed on the 94
largest properties which deliver around
80% of the annual crop. The sizes of
92 of those vineyards are shown in
Figure 1. The two very large properties
omitted from Figure 1 are reportedly
295 hectares and just under 196ha.
Table 1 provides a broad analysis of the
trellis and irrigation systems and vine
ages on vineyards that produce the
majority of dried grapes in this region.

Changes in the costs of
production and returns
since 2003-04
Dried grape production costs from a
previous 2005 study were updated,
and the 2007 costs were compared
against production costs in 2003-04.
■

■

Cost increases were most notable
in casual labour (18%), steel for
re-trellising (200%), fuel (31%)
and urea fertiliser (59%). Cost
reductions occurred in the price of
delivering water (-13%) and second
hand farm equipment (variable).
Overall, the cost of growing the
crop ($/tonne) increased by 17%
between 2004 and 2007.
Returns for dried grapes have
reduced since the 2003-04 season,
from a weighted average price of
$1496/t in 2004 to $1237/t in 2007.
This equates to a 17% reduction. Of
that 17%, 2% was due to a seasonal
variation in the proportion of 5-Crown
fruit delivered, and the remaining

15% was due to a reduction in door
prices across all grades of fruit.

‘Seasons of Change’ software
for assessing the profitability
of dried grape vineyards
Seasons of Change (Taylor, 2002) is an
excel spreadsheet used for financial
modelling. It has been adapted by
Scholefield Robinson, as part of this
study, to suit dried grape production.
ADFA grower members are encouraged
to contact John Hawtin, the industry
development officer (IDO), for access
to the adapted software. The software
is an important management tool
enabling growers to change inputs,

“The majority of the
vineyards that produce
80% of the annual
dried grape crop
must increase in size
to remain viable.”
yields, fruit prices, property size and
other variables and see the effect
on profitability before taking any
action, or spending any money.
Scholefield Robinson used the adapted
software to analyse the profitability of
a selection of property types in detail.
They focused on exploring relationships
between yield or property size and
returns and profitability, and hence
the sustainability of the industry.

Comparing profitability of
vineyards of various sizes
Economies of scale were explored

Table 1. Proportions of planted vineyard area with upgraded irrigation
systems or trellising, or which have recently been redeveloped.
Property size
<10ha
10-20ha
20-28ha
>28ha
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Irrigation system
Pressurised
Nonpressurised
60%
40%
69%
31%
55%
45%
100%
0%

Trellis system
T-trellis
Swing Arm
53%
27%
39%
24%

47%
77%
61%
76%

Vine age
Proportion <
3 years old
11%
15%
14%
31%

by comparing profit on vineyards
that were 8, 12, 16, 40 or 100hectares (about 20, 30, 40, 100 or
250-acres). The vineyards were
all assumed to yield 7.5 t/ha.
Table 2 shows that from the smallest
to largest vineyard, gross margins
declined from $6,409 – $4,448/
ha as the reliance on casual labour
increased, but that was offset by
improved labour efficiency (hours/ha)
and a reduction in overhead costs ($/
ha) from $6,458–$1,771/ha as the
size increased from 8 to 100 hectares.
Annual production costs ranged from
$1,218/t to $826/t, while the long term
cost to cover the capital investment
ranged from $2,140 to $1,545. In
2007, growers received $1,237/t for
fruit delivered to packing sheds.
The effects of yield, redevelopment
or labour efficiency on profitability
Profitability of a 12ha vineyard was
looked at in detail, in particular to
explore the impacts of yielding from
9, 7.5 and 6 t/ha, and of varying
labour efficiency, and varying
the proportion of the vineyard
being redeveloped (Table 3).

The minimum vineyard
size to warrant a full
time worker (owner)
Information about the labour figures for
each task (hours/ha) was provided by
ADFA members, and used to calculate
the minimum vineyard size that would
warrant a full time worker (the owner).
If we assume that the workload
is spread evenly all year then 1214ha will keep a single person fully
occupied full time. This is of course
an oversimplification because the
workload is not spread evenly all
year and extra hands are needed
during harvest and perhaps pruning,
while other times are quiet.
The minimum vineyard size to fully
employ one person is therefore greater
than 12ha when we acknowledge
that the owner needs labour help
during harvest. Figure 1 shows that
the majority of dried grape vineyards
are smaller than 12ha, and must

Summary and
recommendations
Current returns are too low to make
production viable for the majority of
smaller growers. Those growers would
do well to migrate out of the industry.
However, they deliver a large proportion
of the annual crop. Sustainability of
dried grape production, and therefore
also of the dried grape processing
industries, depends on the industry
achieving a critical mass in production.
The majority of the vineyards that
produce 80% of the annual dried grape
crop must increase in size to remain
viable. The issue of subdividing 10-acre
land titles so that the house can be
sold separately from the horticultural
land must be resolved with local
Council, to facilitate the expansion of
dried grape vineyards to viable sizes.
The industry would benefit greatly from
access to financial support to assist
with redeveloping vineyards so that
growers can make the improvements
required to achieve target yields and
labour efficiencies. Under current
price structures, growers lack the
finance required to upgrade and are
also reluctant to lose further income
by taking areas out of production.
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acres

The economics of staying in business

rely on off-farm income or must
increase in size to remain viable.
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The authors hope that information
provided in the report, and
supported by the adapted Seasons
of Change software, may assist in
communications between producers
and packers, helping them to select
returns that ensure enough growers
can remain within the industry
to maintain its critical mass.
Alison MacGregor is a horticultural
consultant and Garth Swinburn
a senior consultant with
Scholefield Robinson Mildura.
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Figure 1. Size (in acres) of the largest 92 dried grape vineyards
that supply the majority of the annual dried grape crop.

Table 2. Gross margins of vineyards of various sizes.

Size (hectares)
Size (acres)
Gross Margin ($/ha)
Overhead costs ($/ha)
Annual costs of production ($/tonne)
Long term cost of production ($/tonne)

8
20
$ 6,409
$ 6,458
$ 1,218
$ 2,140

12
30
$ 6,076
$ 6,136
$ 1,237
$ 2,084

16
40
100
40
100
250
$ 5,859 $ 4,735 $ 4,448
$ 4,962 $ 2,932 $ 1,771
$ 1,095
$ 958
$ 826
$ 1,926 $ 1,722 $ 1,545

Table 3. The effects of yield, redevelopment and
labour efficiency on vineyard profitability.

High yield Medium
(achievable yield, best
best
practice
practice)

Size (hectares)

12

12

District
average
yield, lower
labour
efficiency,
20% out of
production
12
12

% vineyard out of
production (being
redeveloped)

10

10

10

20

10

Yield (tonne/ha)

9

7.5

6

6

6

Labour (hrs/ha)

130

133

139

136

183

Gross Margin
($/ha)

$ 7,861

$ 6,076

$ 4,450

$ 3,957

$ 4,105

Overhead costs
($/ha)

$ 6,136

$ 6,136

$ 6,136

$ 6,136

$ 6,136

Annual costs of
production
($/tonne)

$ 1,015

$ 1,237*

$ 1,523

$ 1,665

$ 1,604

Long term cost of
production
($/tonne)

$ 1,722

$ 2,084

$ 2,538

$ 2,857

$ 2,695

ADFA branches have a role to
play in facilitating development of
syndicates for labour and equipment,
as a way to improve growers’ labour
efficiencies and hence viability.
Profitability analysis of individual
vineyards is a precursor to business
planning: The adapted Seasons of
Change software provides an ideal tool
for industry members to personalise
the data and review their own vineyard
profitability and business plans.

10 13 16 19

District
average
yield, lower
labour
efficiency

District
average
yield, lower
labour
efficiency,
smaller
vineyard
8

* In 2007, growers received $1,237/tonne for fruit delivered to packing sheds.
NB: Subsequent manipulations showed that annual production costs of a vineyard yielding 6-tonne/ha would match the 2007 packing shed returns of
$1237/tonne if it increased in size from 12 to 18 hectares.
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It all starts here
By Andy Gordon, Nurseryman, Mildura
You may have the best that money
can buy in irrigation, trellis, tractors
and spray units, but these things,
the tangible assets, are not the
predetermining factor in vineyard
success. If the vines planted are
unsuitable, no amount of equipment
and infrastructure will compensate.
Vine selection is critical to the
success of the enterprise.

Factors to consider
when choosing vines
Determining soil suitability for crop
types is an essential first step. Land
capability assessments are now an
accepted part of best practice in
setting up a horticultural block.
Our property was surveyed twice, once
prior to purchase and then in greater
detail after purchase. We knew what
we were getting into, and what our crop
options were. The information from
the survey is essential for planning
irrigation infrastructure and subdivision
of the blocks into crop and soil types.

When surveying any property it is
necessary to gain a representative
sample of each block and to make
sure that any visible discrepancies
in topography or the soil profile are
noted for possible subdivision. The
best way of tackling this is to develop
a grid and then map soil profiles
from random areas within the grid.

will depend on soil type, location, the
presence of soil borne pests such
as nematodes and phylloxera , the
vigour required and the characteristics
that certain rootstock and scion
combinations can impart to the grape.
Particular combinations give the
grower flexibility in yield and may
alter the preferred date of harvest.

In our case a 75 metre square grid
covered the property and a series
of 1.8m deep trenches dug with a
backhoe. In each of these trenches
the soil profile was mapped. Soil type
and the depth of top soil , impeding
carbonate layer and ground water
were established while further
tests determined the pH, salt and
lime content and water holding
capacity [readily available water].

Own rooted vines are cheaper than
grafted vines. But the choice between
own rooted or grafted vines should be
based on the long term considerations.
The bigger initial outlay in grafted
vines may mean higher yields, freedom
from disease, drought tolerance and
better long term viability prospects.

Armed with this information the
grower can subdivide the block into
different soil types and can choose
appropriate crops and infrastructure
such as irrigation systems and
moisture monitoring tools.

Choosing a
variety
Assuming the soil
is suitable for grape
vines, the choice
of which variety to
plant is the next
major decision.
The market is the
main determinant
of which variety
to choose. It is no
good planting a
particular variety and
nurturing it through
to production if no
one will buy your fruit
once it is harvested.
Although soil
properties and
climatic conditions
will influence the
growth of a variety
in a particular
location, different
rootstocks can be
used to overcome and
control some of the
barriers to growth.

The soil profile varies with depth as shown in this soil pit.
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The decision to plant
own rooted vines
or grafted vines

Thousands of hectares are planted
to own rooted vines. However, there
have been disastrous consequences
in using own rooted material in
locations infested with nematodes.
The loss of production and costs of
large scale replanting with grafted
vines is very costly and could have
been avoided if thorough soil testing
has been undertaken before planting.
Knowing what is required is all that
is needed in making this choice. It
is all about risk management.

Grafted vines
Grafted vines are further divided into
three categories based on how they
have been prepared and grown.
Field grafted and field grown vines:
Rootstock is callused then planted in
the field nursery. Once the rootstock
has struck and has a substantial foliage
top and root system, it is ready to graft.
The scion wood (varietal bud) is grafted
onto the rootstock, usually in December
and January. Once the scion bud takes
and starts to shoot, the rootstock foliage
top is cut off leaving the plant with no
leaves other than that of the bud.

A field nursery of vibrant healthy vines at KC Nursery.
a dormant scion bud is mechanically
grafted onto it. The grafted vines
are packed into a moist callusing
medium such as vermiculite, an inert
and highly absorbent mineral.
Dormancy is broken by placing the
grafted vines into a heat chamber at
26°C to 30°C until the base, disbudding
wounds and the graft union are
callused (between 14 and 24 days).
The vines are then removed from the
heat room, unpacked, cleaned and the
top half waxed to seal in moisture. They
are planted in the field in September/
October where they are nurtured and
maintained and grow as the complete
vine without interruption for a full
growing season. The resultant vine is
more advanced that the field grafted
version and has a far greater root area.

The root system becomes partially
dormant until the scion shoots and has
developed foliage that needs nutrient
from the roots. This takes up to six
weeks during which time there is very
little root development. This interrupted
growing season means field grafted
vines are not as robust as the bench
grafted vine of the same age; however
they do catch up in subsequent years.
Bench grafted, field grown vines:
Dormant rootstock is disbudded and

Bench grafted pot grown vines:
The production process is the same
as that for bench grafted field grown
vines up to removal from the heat room
and vermiculite. At this stage Instead
of being field planted, they are potted
into biodegradable five centimetre
square tubes, in a formulated potting
mix and held in a closed, controlled
environment hot house for five weeks
while roots and shoots develop.
The vines are then hardened off
outside in a wind protected area until
planting. They can be planted in the
vineyard at this stage provided the
grower understands their special
needs. These vines only have root
systems that are weeks old and are
very susceptible to drought. The
grower must be able to water daily if
needs be. This is an essential
pre-condition to successful
growing of banded vines.
Some very big losses have
been suffered by vineyards
that did not understand
and cater for their needs.
They are really a product for
experienced well equipped
growers with appropriate
soil moisture monitoring
equipment and irrigation.

Sourcing your
planting material
Quality control and grading of
planting material is important.

to supply your material needs to be
considered closely. A checklist will help.
■

Is the material sourced from
registered source blocks? It should
come from a recognised source, like
a vine improvement scheme. If it does
it should be disease tested and true
to type and there will be an audit trail
to follow in the event of a problem.

■

Is the nursery Vine Industry Nursery
Association (VINA), Australian Vine
Improvement Association (AVIA) or
ISO accredited or going through
the accreditation process? If it
is, it indicates a high degree of
professionalism and the probability of
high quality material being produced.

■

Has the material been hot water
treated at the cutting stage and
then at the rootling/graftling stage?
Hot water treatment is a control
measure for vine diseases such as
phomopsis, eutypa die back, crown
gall as well as for nematodes.

The grower has many choices to make
before planting. Careful research
and knowledge of your property and
potential market will help to ensure
that it is the right decision. Identifying
the risk areas and developing
strategies to manage them is the
route to success in anything.
Andy Gordon is the Manager at
KC Vine Nursery, Mildura.

The choice of vine nursery
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Around the block
Competitive crop insurance available
Dried fruit growers will have access to a
competitive insurance option as part of
their risk management strategy thanks
to the continuing arrangement between
the Australian Dried Fruits Association
(ADFA) and MGA Insurance Brokers.
This insurance cover is being made
available by Agricola Crop Insurance,
acting as an agent of the insurer,
Lumley General Insurance Ltd and
is available to all grape growers.
The ADFA Crop Insurance policy
includes the following features:
■

■

Perils - Hail, frost and fire (any
combination may be selected)
Valuation (grapes) - A$/ha value
is nominated by the grower
for each variety/block or an
adjustable policy is available.

Please note that the following waiting
period applies to new policies:
■

Crop cover commences 48
hours after 4.00pm on the
date MGA receives your signed
quote confirming unconditional
acceptance of the terms outlined.

The ADFA urges all grower members
to obtain a copy of the insurance
proposal form and obtain a quote.
Once aware of the costs involved
growers can make an informed decision
about whether or not to insure.
To obtain a copy of the ADFA Viticulture
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Crop Insurance proposal form for
2007/08 phone MGA Insurance
Brokers on (03) 5023 7666.

Frost cover commences 168
hours after 4.00pm on the
date MGA receives your signed
quote confirming unconditional
acceptance of the terms outlined.

Current financial ADFA members who
take advantage of this offer and take
out crop insurance with MGA will
receive a $30 ADFA Shop voucher
for shop purchases, including meals.
The voucher is valid for 2007.
Monthly payment options can be
provided by MGA if needed.
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Dry conditions and a lack of available
water could increase the likelihood
of frost damage to crops if care is
not taken when considering which
method to cleaning up blocks.

practices have consequences and that
you may risk losing your crop to frost,
and also put your neighbour’s crop at
risk. All growers are urged to ‘be a good
neighbour and do the right thing’.

Traditionally cover crops, weeds and
vine prunings have been rotary hoed
or disced in and the cleared vineyard
floor then rolled and watered.

Think smart about water use

However, with water allocations for
2007/08 very low, the only water
available for frost control may be that
which an individual grower has carried
over, and extreme care should be taken.

Insurance will provide some compensation to growers who
loose part or all of their crop to frost damage.
■

Take care with frost control

Dry worked up soils are conducive to
frosts. Growers who do not have water
available should not work up their
blocks and allow them to remain dry,
hoping for rain to dampen them up.
Slashing cover crops, weeds and canes
to leave bare earth between the rows is
the best and safest option at this time
of limited water availability. This allows
the soil maximum exposure to the sun
so that the soil can warm up during the
day and then radiate its heat during the
night to help prevent frosts occurring.
Be aware that poor frost prevention

As the prospect of severely reduced
water allocations becomes more likely,
growers need to start planning how
that water will be used. That means
choosing which part of the property
should have the water taken from it

“That means choosing
which part of the
property should have
the water taken from
it for use on more
profitable patches”
for use on more profitable patches.
Growers should look at their production
records as well as the input costs
of various patches to decide which
patch should go without water first.

This advice is intended as a warning
for growers to assist them in
making correct rational decisions in
relation to best use of their water.

Snail control
Every time there is a good
management method, there seems
to be a counter-productive result
somewhere else. This is the case
with mulching – where the additional
organic matter helps to provide a
barrier and reduce water evaporation,
but may also harbour snails.
If under-vine mulching is one of your
preferred management options to help
reduce evaporation then extra attention
needs to be given to snail baiting. It is
much easier to control snails before
they start moving up into the vines.
If snails get into the vines,
eradication is much harder to
achieve, and almost impossible if
they get into the fruit bunches.
Penalties for snails in delivered fruit
will be enforced this season. It is best
to act now to bait and kill snails if
there is a problem rather than getting
penalised when fruit is delivered.
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Growers should be aware of the ‘frost pockets’ on their property and take
preventative measures to avoid loosing patches of vines to frost
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Trade directory

NANGILOC COLIGNAN FARMS NURSERIES
We take pride in our quality.
Field grown grafted vines,
1 and 2 year old on a range of
rootstocks.
Contact Werner on:
4EL 0350 291623
Mobile: 0428 293 040
Email: wullrich@ncf-treviso.com.au

For advertising
in
talk to our media
representatives

Geoff Bell
0417 577953

belladv@bigpond.net.au
Regional office:

2 Lainie Court,
Mildura
Melbourne offfice:

4A Eaton Place,
Oakleigh
Noel Hiscock
0417 350657

Phone:
(03) 5021 0671
(03) 5021 5302

advert9@bigpond.net.au
The experienced team for all your
advertising requirements anywhere in
Australia and New Zealand
Let me! plan, produce and manage your advertising
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